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Abstract 

 

In this thesis I examine how the reliance on academic knowledge in Norwegian policy advice 

has changed over the last 45 years. Several have pointed out that policy makers increasingly 

rely on academic experts and knowledge to understand complex policy issues and to meet 

demands for evidence-based policies and rational decision-making. The role of academic 

experts and knowledge in Norwegian policy making has gotten increased scholarly attention 

in recent years. This study examines how the reliance on academic knowledge has changed 

within one part of the policy making process in Norway: the Norwegian public inquiry 

commissions (NOU). They are an important channel for policy advice in Norway and can be 

seen as reflecting the knowledge-basis that policy makers rely on at a given time. This thesis 

examines two main research questions: 1) How did the reliance on academic knowledge in 

Norwegian policy advice change during the period 1972-2017? 2) How does the 

participation of academics as members and chairmen in commissions influence the use of 

citations to academic knowledge in reports? The first research question is examined by 

analyzing the citation patterns in commission reports in the period 1972-2017. Citations are 

used as an indication of the extent to which a commission draws on knowledge and what kind 

of knowledge it draws on. The second research question is examined by OLS regression. I 

investigate the relationship between the participation of academics as members and chairmen 

of commissions, as well as the size of the secretariat, and the use of citations to different 

types of academic knowledge in the reports. The analysis is based on a newly combined 

dataset at ARENA Center for European research in relation to the EUREX project. It includes 

information about more than 1500 commissions, their members and secretaries, as well as 

number and source of citations in commission reports.  

 

The citation analysis shows a marked increase in the use of citations to academic knowledge 

and an orientation towards international academic publications and research from Norwegian 

independent research institutes. However, it also shows that documents produced in 

governmental institutions make up the most important source of knowledge and information 

for NOU commissions throughout the period. On the one hand, the findings provide support 

for arguments that there has been an increased reliance on academic knowledge in Norwegian 

policy advice in the context of public inquiry commissions. On the other hand, they also 

show that the knowledge basis of a commission report remains diverse. Further, the 
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regression analysis finds that the participation of academics as members of commissions is 

strongly related to an increased use of citations in general, as well as an increased use of 

citations to academic knowledge. The findings confirmed that academics contribute to the 

commissions in virtue of their expertise. As members and chairmen, they contributed more 

with research from academic publications than institute research. Further, the size of the 

secretariat influenced the use of citations to institute research more than the participation of 

academics did. This shows that different actors contribute with different types of academic 

knowledge to the NOU reports.  
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1 Introduction  
 

As contemporary societies have gotten increasingly complex, they have come to rely 

extensively on experts and expert knowledge. This feature of modern societies has been a 

central topic in the sociology of modernity. In Anthony Gidden’s Consequences of Modernity 

(1990), he describes the constant interaction with so called “expert systems” in our day-to-

day lives as one of the distinguishing features of contemporary societies. It has also been 

pointed out that we now live in a “knowledge society”, in which science and knowledge have 

become the fundamental resource for development and economic growth (Castelfranchi, 

2007, p.1). Several have therefore pointed to the increased reliance of policymakers on 

scientific knowledge. They need it to better understand complex policy issues and find 

possible solutions to them, as well as to meet expectations about knowledge based decision-

making (Christensen and Hesstvedt, 2018, p. 3). We have witnessed a growth in new policy 

fields that have been put on the agenda by scientific insight, such as the climate change issues 

and issues related to technological innovations, in which scientific experts are called upon to 

give advice (Weingart, 1999). The increased reliance of decision-makers on policy advice 

provided by experts and based on scientific knowledge and claims, has been referred to as the 

“expertization” or “scientification” of politics (Turner, 2003; Weingart, 1999; Christensen, 

2018, p. 293). This thesis seeks to examine how the reliance on academic knowledge in 

Norwegian policy advice has changed in the last 45 years, in the context of these societal and 

political developments. This is done by looking at an important channel for policy advice in 

Norway: the public inquiry commissions (NOU - Norges offentlige utredninger).   

 

The Norwegian public inquiry commissions have been seen as a channel for the inclusion of 

both interest groups, academic experts and others into the policy making process. They are 

temporary advisory commissions that are appointed to analyze and propose solutions to 

policy problems in early stages of the policy making process. Since the 1970s, they have 

published more than 1500 reports, dealing with a wide range of policy issues. The 

composition of the commissions can be seen as reflecting the knowledge and advice that the 

government see as valuable at a given time (Hesstvedt, 2018, p.396). The central role of these 

commissions in the Norwegian policy making process, as well as the easy accessibility of 

their reports, make them a great case for examining the knowledge basis for policy making in 

Norway and how it has changed over time. They have therefore been used to analyze 
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different features of the policy making process in Norway. The NOU commissions have 

traditionally been seen as an arena for negotiations between the state and organized interests. 

Earlier studies therefore used the participation of interest groups in commissions to measure 

the degree of corporatism in Norway. Rommetvedt (2017, p.175) point out that “public 

committees with members representing organized interests are frequently perceived as the 

core expression of Scandinavian corporatism”. It is now widely recognized that there has 

been a decline in this form of corporatism in Norway (Rommetvedt, 2017; Christensen and 

Hesstvedt, 2018). Previous studies of the NOU commissions have also applied a state-

centered perspective that focus on how the state organizes and controls commissions 

(Christensen and Holst, 2017). They emphasize such features as the participation of civil 

servants in commissions and that the state controls the commissions by formulating their 

mandate, deciding their composition and defining the policy issues to be discussed (Nordby, 

1999).  

 

The role of academics and academic knowledge within these commissions have gotten 

increased scholarly attention in recent years. Recent studies on NOU commissions has found 

an increased participation of academic experts as chairmen and members of the commissions 

(e.g Tellmann, 2016; Christensen and Holst, 2017; Christensen and Hesstvedt, 2018), as well 

as an increased use of citations to academic knowledge in commission reports in the 

economic field (Christensen and Holst, 2017; Christensen, 2018) and in selected commission 

reports in the field of climate change policy, taxation policy and family- and gender equality 

policy (Krick, Christensen and Holst 2019). These findings have led to argument that the role 

of academic knowledge in Norwegian policy making is growing and that policy-makers 

increasingly rely on policy advice provided by academics and based on scientific knowledge 

(Christensen, 2018). Changes in the NOU system can thus be studied from a knowledge-

centered perspective (Christensen and Holst, 2017), that focus on the role of academic 

experts and expert knowledge within the commission system and how it has changed over 

time.  

 

Changes in the NOU commissions have recently been linked to the literature on “policy 

advisory systems”, (Craft and Howlett, 2013) which focuses on the different organizations 

and institutions that provide policy advice to governments. It has been pointed out that there 

has been changes in these systems. Craft and Howlett (2013) point two “externalization” 

which is an increase in the use of policy advice from actors outside government, and to 
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“politicization” which is an increase in the use of partisan-political advisors. However, 

Christensen (2018, p.306) points to “scientization” as a third possible trend. The concept of 

scientization point to the degree in which policy advice is “rooted in academic knowledge 

and justified in scientific terms” (Christensen, 2018, p.306).  

 

 Research questions  

In this thesis, I wish to contribute to the empirical research on the use of academic knowledge 

in Norwegian policy advice. Are there signs of a scientization process within the system of 

Norwegian public inquiry commissions? And if so, is this trend driven by the increased 

participation of academics in commissions? There is a growing number of studies on the role 

of academic knowledge in the NOU system. However, with a few exceptions, these studies 

have mainly focused on changes in the composition of commissions and the increased 

participation of academic experts (Tellmann, 2016; Christensen and Holst, 2017; Christensen 

and Hesstvedt, 2018; Christensen, 2018). A few studies have analyzed reliance on academic 

knowledge by looking at developments in citation patterns in commission reports. However, 

these studies have examined developments in commission reports within selected policy 

fields (Christensen and Holst, 2017; Christensen, 2018; Krick, Christensen and Holst 2019). 

In this thesis, I aim to fill this gap in the research by examining developments in the use of 

citations in reports across all policy fields and over a long period of time. I ask:  

 

How did the reliance on academic knowledge in Norwegian policy advice change 

during the period 1972-2017? 

 

The use of citations to academic knowledge indicates to what extent the reports draw on 

academic knowledge, as well as how this has changed over time. I also examine whether the 

use of academic knowledge in commission reports vary between reports from different policy 

fields. Further, the evidence of an increased participation of academics as members of NOU 

commissions, seen from previous studies, makes it interesting to examine the relationship 

between participation of academics in commission and developments in citation use in their 

reports. Is the participation of academic experts the main driver of developments in the use of 

citations to academic knowledge, or must it be explained by other factors? My second 

research question is:  
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How does the participation of academics as members and chairmen of commissions 

influence the use of citations to academic knowledge in reports? 

 

I examine the influence of participation of academics on the use of citations in an OLS 

regression. Academics participate both as members and as chairmen, and I examine the effect 

of these two forms of participation separately. I also examine the effect of the size of 

secretariat on the use of citations. There is an underlying assumption in arguments of 

scientization of politics that the increased use of academic knowledge happens through 

academics. Several recent studies have used the increased participation of academics in 

commissions as the main indicator of reliance on academic knowledge. The regression 

analysis examines this assumption empirically, by looking at how participation of academics 

and the size of the secretariat influences the use of citations. This analysis can also tell us 

something about the knowledge that different actors bring into the commission work, thus, 

also contributing to the research on the participation of academics in public inquiry 

commissions.  

 

The analysis is based on a newly compiled quantitative dataset that covers all NOU-reports in 

the period 1972-2017, in all policy fields. The structure of the analysis follows the two 

research questions; first, I analyze changes in citation patterns in reports over time and across 

policy fields. The use of citations to academic research is seen as an indication of reliance on 

academic knowledge in Norwegian policy advice. I also examine developments in the use of 

citations in general. The use of citations can be seen as an academic practice, thus, an 

increased use of citations in general may indicate that the commissions have developed a 

more scientific style of argumentation (Christensen, 2018, p. 304). In the second step of the 

analysis, I examine the effect of participation of academics and size of secretariat on the use 

of citations. This is a further test of scientization, as the assumption often is that academics 

influence commissions through their knowledge.  

 

No previous studies have investigated citation patterns in all NOU reports from all policy 

fields, or examined the relationship between the participation of academics and the use of 

citations in NOU commissions from all policy fields. This gives the study an exploratory 

character. I wish to contribute with a wide description of the developments in citation use and 

use of different types of knowledge in the reports. As such, I operate with a wide definition of 

academic knowledge. I look at citations to Norwegian academic journals, publishers and 
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research from universities and university colleges, as well as citations to international 

academic publications, and citations to research from independent and governmental research 

institutes. Thus, when I refer to academic knowledge in the analysis and discussion, I refer to 

publications from these four sources. This definition will be discussed in more detail in the 

data and research design chapter. Some further definitions can also be given at this point. I 

use the term “expert” to refer to academic professionals who, when they participate in 

advisory commissions, are given the role of expert (Grundmann, 2016). The term “expert 

knowledge” refers to the specialized knowledge that these academics are assumed to have, 

and which they participate in advisory commissions in virtue of. Further, the term “policy 

advice” can be briefly defined as “analysis of problems and proposing of solutions” 

(Halligan, 1998, p.1686). There are some characteristics of the type of policy advice given by 

commissions such as the Norwegian public inquiry commissions, which will be discussed in 

the chapter on the Norwegian case. Finally, I will use the terms “expertization”, 

“scientization” and “scientification” interchangeably, to refer to a development in which 

there has been an increased relevance of academics and scientific claims in NOU 

commissions and reports (Krick, Christensen and Holst 2019).   

 

 Structure of the thesis 

The thesis proceeds as follows: Chapter 2 presents theory and background. 2.1 Describes 

developments in the Sociology of Science. Collins and Evans (2002) argues that the history 

of this branch of sociology can be seen as following three waves. This study is placed in the 

tradition of the third wave that moves focus from the scientific institution itself towards the 

use of scientific knowledge in institutions in society. 2.2 Shortly outlines some concepts 

related to the role of experts and expert knowledge in policymaking to place the study in a 

larger context. 2.3 Discusses critical perspectives on the increased use of academic experts 

and expert knowledge in policy making. Chapter 3 Describes the Norwegian case and 

previous research. 3.1 Describes the NOU commissions and it’s characteristic features. 3.2 

Links the NOU commissions to the concepts of “knowledge regimes” (Campbell and 

Pedersen, 2014) and “policy advisory systems” (Craft and Howlett, 2013). 3.3 Presents 

previous research on public commissions in Norway. 3.4 Discusses and presents expectations 

form theory and previous research. Chapter 4 Presents data and research design. 4.1  

Presents the dataset used in the analysis.   
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4.2 Describes the research design, including operationalization of variables and statistical 

methods. I also discuss some possible limitations of the analysis. Chapter 5 Presents analysis 

and results. 5.1 Presents results from the descriptive analysis of changes in citation patterns, 

where I find an increased use of citations in general and in the use of citations to academic 

knowledge in the period 1972-2017. I also find that the use of citations to academic 

knowledge varies between policy fields. 5.2 Presents the results of the regression analysis. I 

find that increased share of academics in commissions is related to increased use of citations 

in general, and to academic knowledge in particular. I also find that commissions with an 

academic chairman is likely to have more citations to some types of academic knowledge. 

Further, I also find that the size of the secretariat influences the use of citations.   

5.3 Discuss the findings of both steps of the analysis. I see the findings of the study in the 

larger context of theory and previous research and discuss implications of the results and how 

it contributes to the existing literature. I also discuss limitations of the study. Chapter 6 is 

dedicated to the conclusion and suggestions for further research. 
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2 Theoretical background  
 

The role of academics and academic knowledge in policy making can be approached from 

many different perspectives and has been studied in different disciplines. Pielke (2007, p.11) 

argues that the sociology of science has emphasized the role of science in society, while 

political science has emphasized the role of experts in democracy. Since this thesis deals with 

both the role of academic knowledge in policy advice and how the participation of academics 

influence the use of academic knowledge in policy advice, the theory section is influenced by 

both of these tradition. In this chapter, the study is placed in a larger sociological and 

theoretical context. First, I describe what has been called the “three waves of science studies” 

(Collins and Evans, 2002). The third wave of science studies can be seen as a background for 

studies of how scientific knowledge is used and legitimated in various institutions of society. 

Developments in the sociology of science has also influenced different understandings of 

science. In turn, these understanding of science have influenced understandings of how 

expert knowledge is used in policymaking and the relationship between experts and policy 

makers. In the second part of this chapter, I therefore continue by outlining some perspectives 

related to the use of expert knowledge in policymaking. In the final section, I discuss some 

critical perspectives that are related to the role of experts in democracy. The increased role of 

experts and expert knowledge has been criticized by both scholars and politicians.  

 

 Sociological tradition: the three waves of science 

studies 

Studies of the role of scientific knowledge in society and policy making can be placed in the 

sociology of science tradition. Developments in this branch of sociology has influenced the 

understanding of science and the role it plays in social and political life. In this study, the 

focus is on the role of academic knowledge and academics in policy making in Norway and 

how it has changed over time. Collins and Evans (2002) described the developments in the 

sociology of science as following three “waves”. The attempt to create a sociology of science 

can be seen as initiated by Robert Merton in the 1940s (Webster, 1991). Thus, he represents 

the “first wave” of science studies and is seen by many as the founding father of the 

sociology of science. In his studies of the scientific institution, he found that it could be 

characterized by a set of norms that together make up an “ethos of science”:  
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“The technical norm of empirical evidence, adequate and reliable, is a prerequisite for 

sustained true prediction; the technical norm of logical consistency, a prerequisite for 

systematic and valid prediction. The mores of science possess a methodologic 

rationale but they are binding not only because they are procedurally efficient, but 

because they are believed right and good. They are moral as well as technical 

prescriptions». (Merton, 1942, p.118)  

 

Merton argued that scientists behave according to these institutional norms, which has helped 

to ensure the production of objective scientific knowledge (Webster, 1991, p.7). These norms 

characterize the scientific institution, differentiate scientific knowledge from other kinds of 

knowledge and shows why science is also superior of other kinds of knowledge. This view of 

science can also be found in the works of Weber, who saw science as objective and free of 

value judgements (Weber, 1990). However, in the 1970s, this understanding of science was 

challenged. A growing number of sociological studies of science criticized the view of 

science as objective and universal and sought to understand the social basis of the behavior 

and ideas of scientists (Webster, 1991). These studies became what Collins and Evans calls 

the “second wave” of science studies, in which SSK (Sociology of Scientific Knowledge) can 

be seen as a central branch. The classic sociology of science had focused on how the thinking 

of scientists was influenced by “social factors” (Shapin, 1995, p.289). SSK wanted to show 

that knowledge was essentially social (Shapin, 1995, p.289). Thus, the sociological 

understanding of scientific knowledge changed. For example, from scientific debates in the 

public, sociologist could observe how scientists responded to challenges of their authority 

(Webster, 1991). This showed that “scientists rely on ordinary reasoning to bring their 

technical arguments to conclusion, and this bridges the gap between science and the rest of 

us” (Collins and Evans, 2002, p.248).  

 

The insight that science was a product of social negotiation, interpretation and recognition, as 

well as prone to uncertainties and conflicting conclusions, had implications for studies of the 

use of science in policymaking. For example, if science is not fundamentally different from 

other forms of knowledge, why should it be granted legitimacy and authority in 

policymaking? Also, if the ideas of scientists can be influenced by their social and political 

positions, just as with everyone else, why should their advice be given a privileged position 

and why should they be trusted as advisors in policy making? These questions can be seen as 
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arising from the insights of the second wave of science studies. To address them, Collins and 

Evans argue that we need a “third wave” of science studies. In contemporary policy making, 

we see that experts and expert knowledge is granted much authority. Thus, Collins and Evans 

(2002) argue that we must study the use of scientific knowledge within the institutions of 

society to understand how it used and legitimated, as well as why it should be legitimated. 

The last point is important to Collins and Evans, who emphasize that science studies should 

have a normative element – it is important to understand what the value of scientific 

knowledge is, compared to other types of knowledge, to justify its role in contemporary 

politics (2002, p.236). The third wave of science studies works as a sociological backdrop for 

this study, which examines how academic knowledge is used in Norwegian policymaking 

and discusses how it is and can be justified.  

 

The question of what expertise is, what role experts play in society and what role they should 

play, has been a recurrent theme in the social sciences (Grundmann, 2016, p.1). Although 

these questions lie at the core of the third wave of science studies, they can also be seen as 

central topics in the classical sociology of modernity. For example, Weber saw the 

development of modern societies as a process of intellectualization and rationalization, in 

which western institutions are dominated by a constant quest for the technically superior and 

most effective means for achieving specific goals (Weber, 1990). He worried about the 

governance of bureaucratic experts, in which specialized knowledge, rules and hierarchical 

structures was given too much emphasis. Because of the effectiveness of bureaucratic 

governance, he predicted a future in which individual freedom of action would be 

undermined by the “iron cage” of bureaucracy (Fivesdal, 1990).  

 

Later on, Anthony Giddens made the role of experts and expert systems a fundamental 

component of his theory on modernity. In his book Consequences of modernity (1990), he 

sees trust in expert systems as one of the defining features of modern societies. Expert 

systems consist of technical or professional expertise that organize large parts of the material 

and social context in our daily lives. The concept of expert systems is related to his theory of 

reflexive modernity, in which modern society’s ability for self-reflection was a central point.  

The information and knowledge resulting from the study of our own society is repeatedly 

applied to reshape it, leading to constant transformation and future-focus in modern societies. 

As Giddens described it, “the chronic revision of social practices in the light of knowledge 

about these practices is the very tissue of modern institutions” (Giddens, 1990, p.40).  
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The public inquiry commissions in Norway are interesting to examine in light of this 

literature. Previous literature has pointed to the participation of bureaucrats in these 

commissions, which is seen as an extension of state control, and to the participation of 

academics, which is seen as an indication of increased reliance on expert knowledge 

(Christensen and Holst, 2017). In a way, the NOU commissions can also be seen as a great 

illustration of reflexive modernity; their function is to compile information about current 

conditions in society and give advice to policy makers about how to move forward. The role 

of academics and academic knowledge in policy making in Norway can also be linked to 

literature on the role of experts in policymaking. In the next section, I will outline some 

concepts and perspectives on the role of experts and expert knowledge in policymaking to 

place the study in a larger context. These concepts will also influence the interpretation of the 

findings of the analysis.  

 

 Experts and expert knowledge in policymaking 

In this thesis, the term expert refers to academic professionals who, as they participate in 

NOU commissions, are given the role as experts. The notion of experts and expertise is 

central to the third wave literature and to studies of the relationship between science and 

politics. There are, however, conflicting views on how it should be defined. While some 

emphasize the cognitive skills an experts must possess, others are more concerned with the 

“role of expert” (Tellmann, 2016, p.11). Grundmann (2016) argues that expertise must be 

seen as relational – it is something delivered by someone at the request of someone else who 

wants or needs it: “it relates to clients and their needs, the need often being guidance in 

decision making” (Grundmann, 2016, p.2). While the main activity of a scientist is generating 

new scientific knowledge, a scientist becomes an expert first when they are called upon to 

give advice to politicians, organizations or other clients (Grundmann, 2016, p.2). Another 

concept of experts can be found in the works of Weber, in which the term experts refers to 

bureaucrats (Weber, 1990). However, the term is commonly used as a reference to scientists 

who, in virtue of their expertise, are called upon to give advice (Grundmann, 2016). While it 

would be nearly impossible to assess their expertise in a cognitive sense, Tellmann (2016) 

argues that certification by the academic system can be used as a means for recognizing 

experts:   
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“being a scientific employee in the academic sector implies that one has climbed to 

the top of the ladder in the university system, which is ideally perceived as a 

meritocratic system for recognizing intellectual achievements and excellence” (2016, 

p.12).  

 

That experts are assumed to have superior judgment as well as cognitive skills, has led them to 

become a regular feature in policymaking processes (Tellmann, 2016, p.14). Different understandings 

of science, as described in the previous section, have influenced thinking around the role of expert 

advice and expert knowledge in policymaking. A traditional understanding of the relationship 

between science and politics is that science is used instrumentally, as a way to rationalize decision-

making. In what has been described as the “speaking truth to power” model, the view is that scientists 

simply communicate policy relevant knowledge that has been produced outside the political sphere, 

to politicians (Tellmann, 2016, p.13). The relationship is thus a linear one. Underlying this model is a 

belief in a clear distinction between science, with objective facts and rational choice of means, on one 

side, and political practice, which include the assessment of questions of values, on the other 

(Weingart, 1999). This understanding of science can be linked to the one found in Merton’s work, 

were science is seen as objective and universal, as well as in Weber’s, who emphasized that value-

free science and politics must be seen as two separate spheres (Tellmann, 2016, p.13; Weber 1990). 

In later literature, this view is widely criticized. For example, Turner points out that policy do not 

directly appear as results of science, but is a process involving devising the policy as an executable 

plan, administration and implementation, goals and values, and conflicting interests (Turner, 2001, 

p.3).  

 

Further, Weingart (1999) argues that the belief in a clear distinction between science and 

politics was challenged after the establishment of Science advisory structures in 

governments, which started in the 1950s in the US. He argues that when scientists to an 

increasing degree are called upon for policy advice, they increasingly take part in, or have 

influence on, the formulation of the problems put to them. And by this, they gain political 

influence (Weingart, 1999, p.151). This is what Weingart calls the “scientification of 

politics”. According to Weingart, this is especially prevalent in policy issues that appear as 

result of new scientific insights, such as the range of issues connected to climate change and 

environmental protection (1999, p.151). Thus, the growing role of experts in policymaking is 

related to their increasingly important role in defining problems and putting them on the 

agenda, as well as their role in giving advice on how to deal with these problems (Weingart, 
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1999, p.155). However, he also argues that when scientific knowledge enters the public 

sphere and is seen as politically relevant, it assumes a legitimizing role, in which it can be 

used to support already defined political positions and decisions. He describes this as the 

“politicization of science” (Weingart, 1999, p.156). In light of this, an increased use of 

academic knowledge in advisory commissions in Norway can be seen as both a way in which 

academics gain political influence, as well as a way for politicians to use academic 

knowledge to give legitimacy to already made political decisions.  

 

Several have pointed to the symbolic function that knowledge can have in policy making - 

“knowledge signals the organizations conformity to rational rules, backing up the authority 

and credibility of policy-makers and their decisions” (Boswell, 2008, p.471). The notion that 

there is both an instrumental and symbolic way to use science in policymaking, suggests that 

an increased use of academic knowledge in advisory commissions cannot be explained only 

by the increasing need of specialized knowledge to deal with complex policy issues, but also 

the need to signal authority and give legitimacy to policy advice. Further, the increased role 

of scientists in formulating policy problems, as Weingart (1999) points out, suggests that 

through the increased participation in advisory commissions, academics have gained more 

political power. Further, following his argument, it is likely that the use of academic 

knowledge differs between policy fields, and that there perhaps will be more use of academic 

knowledge in policy advice directed towards “new” policy fields, that is, policy fields that 

have developed from scientific insights and the publication of scientific research.  

 

The increased use of expert knowledge in politics is also expressed in the movement for 

“knowledge based” or “evidence based” policy, that emerged around the turn of the century 

(Davies, Nutley and Smith, 2000; Cairney, 2016). The rise in the role of evidence in policy is 

related to the transition to a knowledge society. This development includes factors such as 

increasing levels of education in the public, a surge in available data and information, an 

increased emphasis on productivity and international competitiveness, increased emphasis on 

the accountability of governments, and growth in both size and capacity of the research 

community, especially within the social sciences (Davies et. Al 2000, p.2). Evidence-based 

policy means, in short, that policies should be based on evidence what works. It is also 

related to a belief in the problem-solving or instrumental function of science in policymaking. 

The ideal of evidence-based policymaking has been criticized for being unrealistic because it 

fails to recognize important features of the policymaking process, for example that policy 
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decisions often needs to be made before scientific consensus has been achieved. Further, in 

many policy issues, for example those that involve biomedical technologies, it is hard to 

separate objective scientific evidence from the assessment of values when making policies. 

However, the ideal of evidence-based policy making is embraced by many governments, 

including the Norwegian (Direktoratet for Økonomistyring, 2018). The expectations for 

knowledge-based or evidence-based policies leads us to expect that there has been an 

increased use of academic knowledge in advisory commissions in Norway. Many debates 

around the growing role of experts and expert knowledge in policymaking have also revolved 

around the question if experts should have a privileged position in democracies (Grundmann, 

2016, p.1). I move on to this debate in the next section.  

 

 Critical perspectives 

What role experts and expert knowledge should have in politics is a debate with long 

traditions. In The Republic, Platon argued in favor of rule by philosopher kings (Tellmann, 

2016, p.9). He argued that special access to knowledge and ideas made them better equipped 

for political decision-making than the people who, on the other hand, based their reasoning 

on non-rational feelings and short-sightedness (Tellmann, 2016, p.9). Platon’s ideal was not 

democracy, but “epistocracy”, a system where the votes of those who can prove their 

knowledge of the political system counts more (Holst, 2015, p.357). Today, proposals of 

formal epistocracy have become outdated and democratic ideals are widely embraced. The 

increased participation and influence of experts in policymaking has therefore sparked a 

debate about the legitimacy of expert power within the frame of constitutional democracy 

which, in its essence, is supposed to be a “rule by the people” (Holst, 2015, p.357).  

 

In a democratic perspective, the increased influence of experts and expert knowledge in 

policy making can be seen as problematic in several ways. In short, it has to do with different 

perspectives on what gives democracy its legitimacy; what is necessary for a good 

democracy. I will outline two perspectives on why the role of experts can be seen as 

problematic in a democratic context. The first one is related to a participatory perspective on 

democracy. The second is related to a deliberative perspective on democracy. The 

participatory perspective emphasizes that democratic legitimacy rests on broad citizen 

participation and representation in all stages of the policy making process (Christensen and 

Holst, 2017, p.824). In this perspective, if experts become too influential in politics at the 
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expense of the representation of the citizens, this will be seen as problematic. For example in 

the case public commissions, they will be seen as problematic in themselves, because they 

only include a restricted set of members and because they allow unelected people access to 

public decision-making and law formulation (Christensen and Holst, 2017, p.829; Tellmann, 

2016, p.18). If the representation of different interests within commissions also declines 

because experts are given a more important role, this would make the increased influence of 

experts even more problematic for participatory democrats.  

 

From the deliberative perspective, even a commission with a broad participation and 

representation of different interests would be problematic if it included experts. The 

deliberative perspective emphasizes that the will of the people will emerges as a result of 

discussions and deliberative processes prior to decision making (Christensen and Holst, 2017, 

p.824). From this perspective, the concept of experts and expert knowledge is fundamentally 

problematic in a democratic context because of the “epistemic asymmetry” between experts 

and non-experts (Holst and Molander, 2017). Epistemic asymmetry means that because 

experts are in possession of knowledge that non-experts do not have, non-experts are often 

not in a position to judge who the real expert on a subject is, or to judge between competing 

claims when experts disagree (Holst and Molander, 2017, p.361). This perspective can be 

found in Habermas Theory of the communicative action (1984), in which he argues that there 

has been a “system’s colonization of the lifeworld”. The lifeworld, which represents the 

viewpoint of ordinary people, is in part dependent on transparent communication, that it, that 

everyone can understand everyone else (Turner, 2003, p.23). This is often not the case in 

debates between experts and non-experts. Deliberation rests on meaningful conversation, 

which in turn rests on mutual comprehension (Turner, 2003, p.12). Thus, if experts become 

too influential vis-à-vis non-experts, in an effort to make decisions more rational or evidence-

based, this weakens the deliberative processes in which all affected parts can reach consensus 

through communicative actions (Vetlesen, 2006). In this perspective, the use of expert 

knowledge in policymaking limits the chances for the will of the people to come through in 

discussions prior to decision making, which in turn weakens the democratic legitimacy.  

 

Another element of Habermas’ theory that is related to the use of experts in policy making 

follows Weber’s traditional critique of the rationalization of society. Habermas argues that 

cognitive-technical rationality has become too dominant within the leading institutions of 

society such as economy and governance (Vetlesen, 2006, p.207). The problem is in part that 
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this rational logic gives the means to achieving certain goals, but the means themselves and 

their moral legitimacy is not questioned (Vetlesen, 2006, p.208). Thus, the space for 

normative discussions and value-questions becomes limited. Weber also argued that science 

and politics must be kept separate as two distinct spheres. Because science is free of value 

judgements and politics is all about questions of value, scientists should not have a privileged 

position in politics. According to Weber, political positions and decisions can never be 

justified in scientific terms, because no value position can be proven “scientifically” superior 

of another (Fivesdal 1990).  

 

An increased use of experts and expert knowledge in policymaking is commonly justified by 

reference to outcome improvements, that is, that it leads to better and more rational decisions 

(Holst and Molander, 2018, p.358). It is also seen as a precondition for rational and 

knowledge-based policy-making (Holst and Molander, 2018, p.358). The perspective is that 

as long as the influence of experts lead to better and more rational decision making, it can be 

justified and even welcomed. This perspective can be found in the “epistemic democracy” 

approach (List and Goodin, 2010), in which democratic legitimacy is seen as resting on its 

ability to choose the right, or best, outcome. Several have pointed out that this assumption is 

not necessarily right (Holst and Molander, 2017). It should at least be tested empirically. And 

even if expert influence can be justified with reference to improvement of decisions, the 

epistemic asymmetry is an inherent problem with the use of experts that will inevitably lead 

to tension in a democracy (Holst and Molander, 2017, p.361).  

 

Some have pointed out that the issues surrounding the use of experts and expert knowledge in 

politics today may be seen as constituting a paradox (Andersen and Tellmann, 2018, p.359): 

on the one hand, politicians increasingly request and invest in scientific research (Andersen 

and Tellmann, 2018, p.359) and there is a growing expectation for policies and policy 

decisions to be knowledge-based and evidence-based. On the other hand, expressing mistrust 

in experts and rejecting expert knowledge has become an important element of populist 

politics. The success of populist parties around the world, with campaigns denouncing expert 

power, may perhaps be understood as a sign of mistrust in experts in the public. There are 

many signs of this in the public sphere. In the aftermath of Brexit and the election of Donald 

Trump, the Oxford dictionary declared “post-truth” as Word of the year 2016. This shows 

perhaps, as Thomas Nichols (2017) have pointed out, that a campaign against established 

knowledge has emerged, especially in the US. In his book The death of expertise (2017), 
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Nichols argues that this denouncement of expertise can be seen as an unintended 

consequence of the democratic dissemination of information, especially through the internet, 

in which everyone think they can know everything.  

 

Also in Norway, there are public debates over the role and legitimacy of experts in 

policymaking. This can be illustrated by leader of the Centre party, Trygve Slagvold Vedum, 

who in an op-ed in VG in 2016 criticizes what he sees as increased expert governance in 

Norway and states that “we should listen a little less to “experts” and more to the people” 

(Vedum, 2016, my translation). The context of these public debates makes empirical studies 

of the increased reliance on academic experts and expert knowledge in policy-making both 

important and interesting. Empirical evidence of an increased reliance on experts may 

indicate that the common view that experts are mistrusted, is overstated. On the other hand, if 

experts have gained more power and influence over policy-making, it may conflict with 

democratic norms such as political equality and equal participation. Although we need some 

expert knowledge to guide policymaking in complex technical issues, a movement towards a 

rule by “the knowers” (Estlund 2003), does give legitimate reasons for critique, seen from a 

democratic perspective.  

 

These critical perspectives shows that empirical studies of the actual expert influence and use 

of expert knowledge in policymaking is important. If we find an increased use of academic 

knowledge in policy advice, and that an increased participation of academics contributes to 

an increased use of academic knowledge, this gives support to arguments that academic 

experts have gained influence over the policy-issues that are put on the agenda, as well as 

how policy issues are framed and presented (Christensen, 2018). Collins and Evans (2002) 

argues that studies of the use of science in political institutions should include a normative 

aspect that examines why the increased use of expert knowledge should be legitimated in 

policy making. Discussing the findings in light of different perspectives on democratic 

legitimacy can be a way to include normative aspects in these kinds of studies. In the next 

chapter I describe the Norwegian case, which include some concepts on the role of academic 

knowledge in Norwegian policy making, the characteristics of the Norwegian public inquiry 

commissions and previous research on public commissions in Norway.  
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3 The Norwegian case and previous 

research 
 

As we have seen, expert knowledge plays a central, and growing part, in policy making. This 

is also true for the Nordic countries, which have been described as being “at the forefront of 

the transition to a knowledge society” (Christensen et. Al 2017, p.239). In Norway and the 

Nordic countries, one of the ways in which expert knowledge is integrated into the 

policymaking process is through temporary advisory commissions such as the NOUs. Studies 

of the role of academic knowledge in the Norwegian public inquiry commissions have argued 

that these commissions play a role in the dissemination of expert knowledge to policy makers 

in Norway (Tellmann, 2016). In the first part of this chapter I describe the process of setting 

up an NOU, as well as some other characteristic features of these commissions.  

 

The role of the NOU commissions in Norwegian policymaking has recently been linked to 

two concepts: the concept of “knowledge regimes” (Campell and Pedersen, 2014) and the 

concept of “policy advisory systems” (Craft and Howlett, 2013). Both of these concepts deal 

with the use of knowledge in policy-making. However, they can be seen as pointing to 

slightly different aspects; while the concept of knowledge regimes emphasize the production 

of policy relevant knowledge, the concept of policy advisory systems emphasizes the actors 

that provide policy advice to policy-makers (Christensen et. Al 2017, p.240). It is argued that 

the arrangements within them is subject to national variations and that these arrangements 

have implications for the extent to which knowledge is used and the type of knowledge that is 

used in policymaking (Christensen et. Al 2017, p.242). To better understand the use of 

academic knowledge in Norwegian policymaking in general and changes in the use of 

academic knowledge in the Norwegian public inquiry commissions in particular, the findings 

of the study will be seen in light of these two concepts. I describe them in further detail in the 

second part of the chapter.  

 

In the final part of the chapter, I outline previous research on the NOU commissions. While 

early studies emphasized the corporatist and state-centered aspects, recent studies have 

started to focus on the role of academic knowledge within these commissions, thus applying a 

knowledge-centered perspective (Christensen and Holst, 2017). 
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 The NOUs 

The Norwegian public inquiries (Norges offentlige utredninger – NOU) is a series of reports 

produced by temporary commissions initiated by the government. In Norway, setting up an 

NOU commission is often the first step in a policymaking process directed towards a specific 

policy issue. These commissions have published reports since 1972, and up to current date, 

there have been approximately 1600 inquiries. The commissions are appointed by a ministry 

and must follow the “instructions for official studies and reports1” (Kunnskapsdepartementet 

2013). First, the minister writes the mandate that define the policy area and time frame, as 

well as problem formulations and issues on which the commission will provide 

recommendations (Tellmann, 2016, p.34). Second, a chairman and other members is 

appointed. The chairman’s role is to oversee that the committee work proceeds in the right 

way, which means that all members are heard, and that recommendations are made in 

accordance with the mandate (Tellmann, 2016, p.34). According to the guidelines, a 

committee’s composition should reflect the problem formulation, and committees are thus 

often composed of members representing relevant organized interests, representatives of local 

and/or governmental administration, as well as experts from the research sector (Tellmann, 

2016, p.34). Third, a secretariat is appointed to assist the committee, which may include civil 

servants from relevant ministries and/or directorates, or professionals who are temporarily 

hired from the secretariat (Tellmann, 2016, p.35). The secretariat mainly consist of civil 

servants. They often contribute substantially to the report, by the collection of data and 

drafting of reports (Christensen and Holst, 2017, p.827). Sometimes they are also responsible 

for writing the whole report. The result of the commission work is a NOU-report. After 

finishing the inquiry work, all NOUs are subject to public hearings in affected authorities, 

affected businesses, different research communities and interest organizations. Dependent on 

the public hearings and the political process in the parliament, the recommendations of a 

NOU-report may become basis of white papers2 (Tellmann, 2016, p.35).  

 

The Norwegian public inquiries have several characteristics that can differentiate them from 

other forms of public advisory commissions. Krick (2015) argues that a way to differentiate 

advisory commissions is by looking at their composition. Three types can thus be identified: 

1 ) purely scientific committees, composed of expert members from academia, 2) partisan 

                                                        
1 Utredningsinstruksen 
2 Stortingsmeldinger 
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advisory committees, composed of members from organized interests or societal actors and 

government officials and 3) hybrid committees, which mean that they consist of both 

academic experts, organized interests and government officials (Krick, 2015, p.5-6). 

Although there are NOU commissions consisting of mainly academics and some that don’t 

have academics participating at all, most of them are hybrid committees. The policy advice 

presented by hybrid commissions can therefore be seen as a result of negotiations between 

scientific experts, interest group representatives, policy makers and others. Krick (2015) calls 

this “negotiated expertise”. Tellmann (2016) points out that these hybrid advisory 

commissions are interesting because of their intermediate position between science and 

policy. This position requires them to meet both the epistemic expectations of academic 

science and expectations of political usefulness (2016, p.20).  

 

Tellmann (2016) argues that Norwegian public committees are also characteristic in how 

informally they are set up, compared to advisory bodies in other countries (2016, p.23). She 

argues that there is a high degree of flexibility when it comes to the appointment of members, 

as well as mandate and purpose of the committees. Further, she argues that the guidelines are 

also quite open when it comes to the demands or expectations to the contribution of different 

members, the type of issues being considered and the working process of the committees 

(Tellmann, 2016, p.23-25). These characteristics makes examining the use of academic 

knowledge in commission reports and the influence of academics in the use of knowledge, 

interesting. First, because of their hybrid character, we cannot know if it is the academics 

who actually contribute to the increased use of academic knowledge. Second, if academics 

have an influence over the use of knowledge in NOU reports, we know that their influence 

has come through despite negotiations with other interested parties. The role of NOU 

commissions in Norwegian policymaking has recently been linked to the concepts of 

“knowledge regimes” (Campbell and Pedersen 2014) and “policy advisory systems” (Craft 

and Howlett (2013). These concepts will be described in the next section.  

 

 Knowledge regimes and policy advisory systems 

The concept of “knowledge regimes” has been central in the Scandinavian sociology of knowledge 

tradition (Aven, 2018, p.363). Campbell and Pedersen (2014, p.3) define knowledge regime as “the 

organizational and institutional machinery that generates data, research, policy recommendations, and 

other ideas that influence public debate and policymaking”. Christensen et. Al (2017, p.240) argues 
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that to understand the content and legitimacy of public policies, it is necessary to have an analysis of 

the knowledge that underlies policy solutions and the institutions and mechanisms that produce and 

disseminate this knowledge. Studies of knowledge regimes therefore seek to identify these 

organizations and institutions and examine how they operate (Christensen et.al 2017, p.241). A 

knowledge regime includes institutions such as universities, research institutes, think tanks, 

consultancy companies, ministries, government agencies and temporary and permanent advisory 

commissions (Christensen et. Al, 2017, p.241). In the knowledge regime perspective, all of these 

institutions are seen as central providers of the knowledge basis for public policymaking (Campbell 

and Pedersen, 2014).  

 

According to Christensen et al. (2017, p.240) knowledge regimes can be identified by looking at 

characteristics such as whether knowledge production is dominated by public or private institutions, 

to what extent policy knowledge is located within government or controlled by government, and to 

what extent the production and distribution of knowledge is democratized. Looking at these 

dimensions, they find that the Nordic knowledge regime is characterized by free public education, 

high levels of educational achievement, extensive public funding of research, strong professional 

knowledge within the bureaucracies and finally, the regular use of temporary advisory commissions 

that include experts and interest group knowledge in policy-making (2017, p.240). They argue that 

knowledge can be seen as “the backbone of the post-war Nordic economic, political and social 

models” (Christensen et al. 2017: 240), but that this feature has been less emphasized in the literature 

(Christensen et al. 2017: 239). For the following analysis, we keep in mind some of the 

characteristics of the Nordic knowledge regime to better understand the use of knowledge in 

Norwegian policy making. First, the Nordic countries are characterized by an extensive public 

investment in the knowledge sectors (Christensen et. Al 2017). Second, they share an idea that their 

knowledge institutions are instruments for achieving policy goals (Christensen et al, 2017, p.244). 

Third, they are characterized by strong professional knowledge within the bureaucracy (Christensen 

et. Al, 2017, p.240). This indicates that the Norwegian knowledge regime emphasizes the production 

of policy relevant knowledge. In the Norwegian knowledge regime, temporary advisory commissions 

can be seen as important institutions that bridge the gap between science and government 

(Christensen et al., 2017). This leads to expectations that there will be an extensive use of academic 

knowledge in the public inquiry reports and that this feature has only gotten stronger in the last 45 

years. However, it also indicates that there might be some degree of state control over the 

commissions and that bureaucrats sitting in commissions might also contribute to the knowledge-

basis.  
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The use of knowledge in Norwegian policy advice has also recently been linked to the concept of 

“policy advisory systems” (Christensen, 2018). This concept is similar to the concept of knowledge 

regimes because it emphasizes that policy-makers get their knowledge from a broad range of actors. 

However, the focus moves from the actors producing the knowledge to the actors providing advice to 

policy makers (Christensen et. Al, 2017). Originally, the concept was introduced by Halligan in 1995 

as a way to characterize and analyze the multiple sources of policy advice utilized by governments in 

policy-making processes (Craft and Howlett, 2013, p.187). According to Craft and Howlett (2013), 

policy advisory systems arise when governments receive advice in decision-making processes, not 

just from professional analysts inside governments, but from a range of actors such as think tanks and 

lobbyists, partisan political advisors and scientific experts (2013, p.1). They emphasize that one 

should study policy advisory system dynamics, that is, how policy advisory systems change over time 

(Craft and Howlett 2013). They argue that changes in contemporary governance arrangements point 

to changes in the policy advisory activity. There are two prevalent and parallel trends that can be 

observed: the first one is externalization, which means that there has been an increase in the extent to 

which actors outside government provide policy advice (Craft and Howlett, 2013). The second is 

politicization, which includes an increase in the use of partisan-political advisers (Craft and Howlett, 

2013). According to Craft and Howlett, the professional public service has lost some of its hegemony 

as providers of policy advice and there has been a movement towards a “sharing of influence” 

approach, in which a multitude of actors exercise influence through policy advice (Craft and Howlett, 

2013, p.192).  

 

Christensen (2018, p.306) has argued that it is possible to see “scientization” as a third trend 

in policy advisory systems. Scientization indicates a shift, not only in the actors providing 

advice, but also in the “epistemic basis for advice”, in which policy advice is increasingly 

based on scientific knowledge and justified in scientific terms (Christensen, 2018, p.295). 

The increased participation of academics in temporary advisory commissions in Norway is 

now well documented and represents a shift in who provides advice in Norwegian policy 

making. However, less research has been done studies on changes in the content and basis for 

policy advice. Christensen (2018) has found evidence of a scientization trend in public 

inquiry reports in the economic field, in which the policy advice presented in NOU reports 

increasingly drew on economic academic knowledge. This leads to expectations that this I a 

more general trend in Norwegian policy advice.  
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 Previous research on public commissions in Norway 

Public committees have played a central role in Norwegian governance. Tellmann (2016, 

p.33) argues that “the lack of formalization in the establishment of a NOU turns them into an 

instrument that mirrors shifting governance trends, as well as fluctuating policy interests”. As 

such, previous research has emphasized different aspects and functions of these commissions 

over time. Christensen and Holst (2017, p. 822-23) argue that the early studies can be divided 

into two categories: first, corporatist accounts have focused on the role of interest groups in 

the commissions. Second, state-centered accounts have focused on the role of the bureaucrats 

and the state in organizing and controlling commissions. A growing number of studies now 

focus on the role of experts and expert knowledge within commissions. These can be 

described as knowledge-centered accounts (Christensen and Holst, 2017). In this section, I 

outline these perspectives and mention central studies and their findings.  

 

3.3.1 Early research: Corporatist and state-centered perspectives 

There is a long tradition in Norway for supplementing policymaking with policy advice from 

different external actors. Temporary committees, such as the NOU commissions, have been 

important in this aspect. Until recently, the research on these commissions has often focused on the 

role of interest group representatives and bureaucrats in commissions (Christensen and Holst, 2017). 

Jorolf Moren was a pioneer in the work on public committees in Norway. He found that while 

committees had been used in Norwegian governance all the way back to the mid-1800s, interest 

groups started to have a more stable role in the commissions from the 1930s (Moren, 1958). In regard 

to the inclusion of interest groups in the policymaking process, the Nordic countries have 

traditionally been described as “corporatist” (Rommetvedt, 2017, p.171). Corporatism can be defined 

as “the institutionalized and privileged integration of organized interest in the preparation and/or 

implementation of public policies” (Christiansen et. Al, 2010, p.27). Stein Rokkan (1966) also 

emphasized the organization’s opportunities for political influence through the commission system 

(Nordby 1994, p.28). He described Norway by the terms numerical democracy and corporate 

pluralism, which refers to what he argues are the two channels of political influence in Norway. He 

argued that the functional-corporatist channel, in which various sectors are represented by organized 

interest, often is the most influential when it comes to deciding actual policies. This was also the 

basis for his famous quote “votes count, but resources decide”. According to Rommetvedt (2017), 

Temporary advisory commissions, such as the NOUs, “have frequently been perceived as the core 

expression of Scandinavian corporatism” (2017, p.175). They have been used to measure the degree 
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of corporatism in Norwegian policymaking over time. However, several have pointed out that 

corporatism seems to be in decline. Rommetvedt (2017, p.191) argues that Norwegian corporatism 

peaked around 1980 and have declined over the last three or four decades. He argues that interest 

groups have become more dependent on less institutionalized forms of influence, such as lobbying 

and media strategies (Rommetvedt 2017, p.191-92). An expression of the decline in corporatism is 

the declined participation of interest group representatives in NOU commissions (Christensen and 

Hesstvedt, 2018).  

 

An important question in the literature on public commissions in Norway has been whether the 

participation of organized interests in commissions primarily influenced public policymaking or 

whether their participation instead was an opportunity for the government to control the organizations 

(Tellmann, 2016, p.39). In the 1990s, Nordby (1994; 1999) became central in the research on 

corporatism in the commission system in Norway. While he argues that there are strong corporatist 

features, he also emphasize how the state controls the organization of commissions in the Nordic 

countries; not only does the government appoint commissions; it also formulates their mandate, 

chooses their chairman and decides their composition (Nordby, 1999). The emphasis on control of 

the bureaucracy over the organization and operation of commissions can be described as a state-

centered perspective on Norwegian public commissions (Christensen and Holst, 2017). This view has 

been closely linked to the notion of the Nordic countries as “strong states” in which, traditionally, 

“civil servants in ministries and agencies have been important providers of information and analysis 

in the formulation and implementation of public policies” (Christensen and Holst, 2017, p.823). 

Further, the participation of civil servants as commission chairmen, members and secretaries have 

been seen as a further expression of state control (Christensen and Holst, 2017, p.823). Recent studies 

has found that the participation of civil servants as members has declined, but that they make up a 

large part of the secretariats, which has also grown in size (Hesstvedt 2018). Parallel to a decline in 

the participation of interest groups and civil servants, several have found that the participation of 

academics in commissions have increased (Christensen and Hesstvedt 2018; Hesstvedt, 2018). This 

has led to increased attention directed towards the role of academics and academic knowledge in 

commissions in recent years.  
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3.3.2 Knowledge-centered perspective 

Recent studies have argued that expert advice and expert knowledge has an increasingly important 

role in public commissions, perhaps replacing corporatism as the dominant trend when it comes to 

this part of the policymaking process (Tellmann, 2016; Christensen and Hesstvedt, 2018). Studies on 

the role of experts and expert knowledge in public commissions have mainly studied their 

composition. Christensen and Hesstvedt (2018) found that the participation of interest group 

representatives had declined, while the participation of academics increased in the period 1972-2016. 

Further, they found that while civil servants traditionally made up the largest group of members, the 

share of civil servants among members has declined markedly since the beginning of the 2000s 

(Christensen and Hesstvedt 2018, p.96).  

 

Furthermore, Christensen (2018) and (Christensen and Holst, 2017) have emphasized the growing 

participation of academics in the economic policy field. However, the most comprehensive research 

done on experts and expertise in public commissions can be found in Silje Tellmann’s (2016) 

doctoral thesis on the influence of experts in the field of climate policymaking. She finds that experts 

participated in more than 80 percent of the committees dealing with climate change policy (2016, 

p.180). Further, they also participated as chairmen in 44, 1 percent of the committees (2016, p.182). 

She argues that the NOU commissions can be seen as arenas where experts influence through 

arguments, and that the flexible guidelines of Norwegian public inquiry commissions, both in terms 

of their composition and their decision-making procedures, may open up for an increased expert 

influence that has perhaps not been recognized by policymakers previously (2016, p.19). Regarding 

what role experts play in commissions, she found that they “…took the lead by introducing 

professional standards for judgement” and that “…this presented experts with greater authority in 

defining the right reasons and justifications” (Tellmann, 2016, p.21). Looking at the increased 

participation of academics in NOU commissions across all policy fields, Hesstvedt (2018) pointed 

out that academics within social sciences makes up a large part of the increase, and that academics 

within the natural sciences, medicine, technology and engineering are less represented in 

commissions today than in previous decades. Further, examining historian’s role in NOU 

commissions, Melve (2017) found that in commissions from the period 1995-2015, historians 

participated in only 15 of 483 NOUs, and that their influence varied in the commissions where they 

participated. He suggests that historians may have lost some authority to social scientists with time.  
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In addition to the research on the changing composition of commissions, some have also examined 

the use of citations, as an indication of the reliance on academic knowledge in NOU commissions. By 

examining NOU reports in the period 1967-2013, Holst and Christensen (2017) finds that the total 

volume of citations in reports in the economic policy field increased over time. Moreover, they found 

that international academic research accounted for the largest volume of citations and that the 

majority of these references were to articles in international scientific journals, primarily in the 

economic field (Christensen and Holst, 2017, p.825). While they see this as an indication of increased 

reliance on academic knowledge in policymaking more generally, they also point out that “economic 

policy can be seen as especially amendable to scientific knowledge because it deals with complex 

relationships that are difficult to grasp for outsiders” (Christensen and Holst, 2017, p.825). The 

increased use of citations to international economic journals was also found in Christensen (2018), 

who points out that international journals can be seen as an important source of authoritative 

knowledge in the economic policy field (2018, p.304). The following analysis will be able to tell us 

more about whether these developments within the economic policy fields can be found in other 

policy fields as well. So far, Christensen’s (2018) study is also the only one that has looked at the 

relationship between participation of academics and the use of citations. Through regression analysis, 

he finds that the share of academic economist participating as members of commissions was related 

to a higher number of citations to international economics journals (Christensen, 2018, p.303). 

Further, he found that having an academic economist as chairman did not make the commission more 

likely to use citations to international economic journals (2018, p.303).  

 

Studies focusing on NOU reports in the economic policy field has thus found both an increase in the 

use of citations in general, and to academic knowledge, especially to international academic 

publications. This can be seen as an indication that there is an increased reliance on academic 

knowledge in Norwegian public inquiry commissions. However, the changes in the use of economic 

academic knowledge are not necessarily representative of changes in the use of academic knowledge 

in general. How the reliance on academic knowledge varies between policy fields has also been 

addressed to some extent in previous studies. Krick, Christensen and Holst (2019) examine changes 

over time in both participation patterns and reference patterns of some selected NOUs over time in 

three different policy fields: climate change policy, taxation policy and family- and gender equality 

policy. They find that the reports have growing reference lists and refer increasingly to academic 

literature. As such, they argue that a scientification takes place, but that the trend is not equally strong 

across the different policy field (Krick, Christensen and Holst, 2019, p.1).  
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That academics participate to an increasing degree in NOU commissions is now well 

documented. A few studies have examine the use of citations to academic knowledge in NOU 

reports, but these studies are limited to selected policy fields. Some research has also been 

done on the variations between policy fields in the reliance on academic knowledge. In this 

thesis, I wish to fill a gap in the research by examining aspects of commission composition, 

use of citations and variations between policy fields, as well as relationships between them. 

While the appointment and participation of academics in commissions to a certain degree 

reflects that academic knowledge is valued, the use of citations to academic knowledge in 

NOU reports, as well as how this is influenced by the participation of academics, relates to 

the core idea that academics participate in commissions in virtue of their knowledge. In this 

thesis, the use of citations to academic knowledge is used as an indication of reliance on 

academic knowledge in policy advice in Norway. However, while previous studies that 

examine citations use mainly focus on selected policy fields, I wish to extend this research by 

looking at all policy fields, as well as variations between policy fields. Further, I also wish to 

extent the research by looking at the effect of participation of academics as members of 

chairmen on the use of citations in general and on the use of citations to different sources of 

academic knowledge.  

 

 Expectations from theory and previous research  

As we have seen, many have pointed out that expert knowledge has gotten increasingly 

important in both social and political life. The role of academic knowledge in Norwegian 

policy making has gotten more attention recently. This study aims to contribute to this 

research by examining the use of academic knowledge in Norwegian public inquiry reports in 

the period 1972-2017 and the influence of the participation of academics in commissions in 

the use of academic knowledge. This is a largely unexplored field. However, some 

expectations regarding the coming analysis can be drawn from both theoretical arguments 

and previous research. First, the arguments of an increased reliance on academic knowledge 

in policymaking more generally leads to expectations that this trend is reflected in the use of 

academic knowledge in the public inquiry commissions. This can be seen as a result of 

increasingly complex and technical policy issues on the one hand, and the need to meet 

expectations of knowledge-based or evidence-based policies and policy decisions, on the 

other hand. Further, from the literature on the Nordic knowledge regime, we have seen that 

knowledge plays a central role in Norwegian policymaking at that there is a strong emphasis 
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on knowledge based policy and an extensive public funding for research institutes that 

generate policy relevant knowledge. This leads to expectations that there will be an increased 

use of both academic knowledge and institute research in the public inquiry reports. More 

specifically, the increased use of academic knowledge is expected to be expressed in the 

citation use of public inquiry reports, in an increased use of citations to sources of academic 

knowledge.  

 

We can expect that the transition towards a knowledge society to an extent will be reflected 

in the NOU reports. Developments in technology, especially the rise of internet, has probably 

affected the NOU reports. Digitalization and the development of algorithm based search 

engines has made it much easier to cite sources of knowledge in reports. Further, there has 

been a growth in production of research, especially in the social sciences. In addition, we also 

know that there are increased expectations for policy advice to be knowledge based. These 

developments leads to expectations that we will also find an increased use of citations in 

general. Christensen (2018, p.304) argued that the use of citations may be a way to meet 

expectations for knowledge-based policy advice and to present policy advice as scientific to 

give it more legitimacy and authority. As such, we expect that there has been an increased 

use of citations in NOU reports in general in the period 1972-2017.  

 

Some more specific expectations can also be drawn from previous studies: The findings of 

Christensen and Holst (2017) and Christensen (2018) leads to expectations that I will find an 

increased use of citations in general. They also found an increased use of citations to 

academic research, and an orientation towards international economic journals. This leads to 

expectations that NOU commissions increasingly draw on academic knowledge, and 

especially academic knowledge from international publications. This can be expressed 

through the use of citations to sources of Norwegian and international academic knowledge. 

However, there might be some special characteristics that define the economic policy field. 

Thus, there is a chance that we will get other results when looking at citation use across all 

policy fields. On the one hand, Christensen and Holst (2017, p.825) argues that the economic 

policy field might me likely to use more academic knowledge because it deals with complex 

relationships that are hard to understand for non-experts. On the other hand, we know that the 

economic policy field is not the only policy field that deal with highly complex policy issues. 

Further, expectations for knowledge based policy making and policy decisions is widespread 
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and concerns all policy fields. Thus, overall, we can expect that this development will be 

reflected in NOU reports also when we look across reports from all policy fields.  

 

In the citation analysis, I will also examine variations between policy fields in the use of 

academic knowledge. Krick, Holst and Christensen (2019) found that there were differences 

between policy fields in the extent to which there had been an expertization trend. There 

might also be differences between new policy fields that have arisen from scientific insight, 

such as climate policy. We can thus expect that there has been an increased use of academic 

knowledge across all policy fields, but that there will be differences between policy fields in 

the extent and type of academic knowledge they draw on. Further, we know from previous 

research that there has been an increased participation of academics in public inquiry 

commissions. We can assume that academics are appointed as members in virtue of their 

expertise. The findings of Tellmann’s (2016) study from the climate policy field also indicate 

that experts influence the work in commissions by bringing professional standards and that 

they influence according to their professional background. Thus, it is reasonable to expect 

that the participation of academics is related to an increased use of academic knowledge in 

the report. More specifically, we can expect that a higher share of academics among members 

of commissions will be positively related to higher numbers of citations to academic 

knowledge in reports. This is also supported by Christensen’s (2018) analysis of the 

relationship between academic members and use of citations to international economic 

journals, where he found that the share of academics was positively related to the use of 

citations to international academic journals. In the analysis, I also examine the relationship 

between the participation of academics as chairmen and the use of citations to academic 

knowledge. In Christensen’s (2018) study he found that a commission with an academic 

chairman was not more likely to cite international academic journals than a commission with 

a non-academic chairman. This leads to expectations that the participation of academics as 

chairmen will not have an effect on the use of citations to academic knowledge when looking 

at NOU reports from all policy fields.  

 

I will also examine the influence of the size of the secretariat on the use of citations to 

academic knowledge. There are arguments in the previously presented literature that point to 

the influence of secretaries on the use of academic knowledge in NOU commissions. 

(Christensen and Holst, 2017, p.827) showed that civil servant dominate the secretariats in 

NOU commissions. For Weber, it was mainly bureaucrats who contributed to increasing 
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intellectualization and rationalization of political life (1990). Also in contemporary 

Norwegian governance, bureaucrats have been emphasized as important actors. In the 

literature on the Norwegian knowledge regime, we saw that the Nordic countries are 

characterized by strong professional knowledge within the bureaucracy. Hesstvedt (2018, 

p.396) found that an increasing part of civil servants have educational backgrounds in the 

social sciences and in social economics. Further, the secretariat often contribute substantially 

in the commission work, such as in the collection of data and in drafting the reports 

(Christensen and Holst, 2017, p.827). We can thus imagine that they bring some of their 

professional knowledge into the commission work and that this can be expressed in the use of 

citations to academic knowledge. There is an underlying assumption in the arguments of 

scientization or expertization of policy making that the increased use of academic knowledge 

is driven by academics. However, because of the characteristics of the Norwegian public 

inquiry commissions we cannot know that this development is actually driven by the 

participation of academics. NOUs can be described as “hybrid” commissions, which means 

that academics participate together with both interest groups, civil servants and others. 

Further, Tellmann (2016) points out that there are quite flexible guidelines regarding the 

contribution of different members in commissions. In the analysis, I thus analyze the 

assumption that an increased use of academic knowledge in policy advice is driven by 

academics empirically.  

 

That NOU commissions have submitted so many reports on such a wide range of policy 

issues since the 1970s makes them a great case for examining the participation of different 

actors in the commissions, as well as the use of different forms of knowledge in the reports. 

Temuu Ryymin (2017, p.17) argues that to understand what kind of knowledge and 

arguments policymaking is based on, is important not only for the people shaping and 

implementing the policy, but also for those touched by its consequences, especially because 

the politicians themselves often claim that the policy is “knowledge-based”. If academics are 

the drivers of developments towards more knowledge based policy advice, this may provide 

support to arguments that their power over political-agenda setting has increased.  

To sum up, there are seven specific expectations regarding the analysis that can be drawn 

from theory and previous research:  

(1) There has been an increased use of citations in general in NOU reports in the period  

(2) There has been an increased use of citations to academic knowledge in NOU reports in 

the period 
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(3) There has been an increased use of international academic knowledge in NOU reports 

(4) The use of citations to academic knowledge varies between policy fields  

(5) A higher share of academics among members is related to a higher number of citations 

to academic knowledge in reports.  

(6) A commission with an academic chairman is not more likely to use citations to 

academic knowledge than a commission with a non-academic chairman 

(7) A higher number of people in the secretariat is related to a higher number of citations 

to academic knowledge in reports.   
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4 Data and Research Design 
 

As previously stated, I examine two main research questions in the analysis. The first one is 

descriptive: How did the reliance on academic knowledge in Norwegian policy advice 

change during the period 1972-2017? This question is analyzed through looking at 

developments in citation patterns in NOU reports. According to Christensen (2018 p.292) 

citations can tell us something about “…whether policy arguments are justified in scientific 

terms and what kind of knowledge they are based on”. The analysis is based on the 

assumption that citations to some extent reflect the content of the NOU reports. It should be 

pointed out that a citation to a source does not necessarily imply support to that source or tell 

us anything about how the knowledge is used (Christensen and Holst, 2017, p.825). 

However, it is reasonable to expect that a report with many citations to academic knowledge 

is more based on this kind of knowledge than one with few such references, thus, in a 

quantitative analysis, citations can be used as meaningful measures to compare the use of 

knowledge across a large number of report and over a period of time (Christensen, 2018, 

p.292). In the citation analysis, I examine changes in the use of citations in NOU reports in 

general, use of citations to different sources and how the use of citations to academic 

knowledge varies between policy fields.  

 

From previous research, we know that the share of academic experts as members and 

chairmen of commissions have increased (Christensen and Hesstvedt, 2018; Hesstvedt, 

2018). Thus, with the second research question I wish to examine how their participation 

influences the use of citations to academic knowledge. I ask: How does the participation of 

academics as members and chairmen in commissions influence the use of citations to 

academic knowledge in reports? This is analyzed using regression analysis. Looking at the 

relationship between participation of academics and the use of citations to academic 

knowledge is a further step towards explaining developments in citation patterns; is an 

increased use of academic citations explained by increased participation of academics or 

must it be explained by other factors? If we find a strong effect of academic members and 

chairmen on citation use, both on the total use of citations and to academic knowledge, this 

may tell us something about the actual influence of academics in commissions and what they 

contribute with in commission work. I also include size of secretariat in the regression model. 

An increased use of citations to academic knowledge may also be related to the growing size 
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of the secretariat, which commonly includes highly educated civil servants (Christensen and 

Holst, 2017, p.826). In the first section, I describe the dataset used in the analysis. This 

includes how the data has been collected and what the dataset includes information about. In 

the next section I describe the research design, which includes statistical methods, the 

dependent and independent variables used in the analysis and how they are operationalized. 

In the final part of the chapter, I discuss some limitations with the study.  

 

 The dataset 

In the analysis, NOUs (Norwegian public inquiry commissions) are defined as commissions 

that were appointed by government or a ministry, included at least one member, published a 

NOU report in the period 1972-2017 and that contained a policy proposal/law proposal 

(Christensen and Hesstvedt, 2018). This study is based on a dataset compiled at ARENA 

center for European studies for the EUREX project3. It comprises all NOUs from 1972 to 

2017 and includes information about the commissions (N≈1550), the commissions’ members 

(14000) and the secretaries (3300). From the already available data on members, the dataset 

was recently complimented with information about citations in NOU reports, in which I have 

myself contributed to the collection of data. The process of collecting citation data is 

described in further detail below. This new data include information such as the total number 

of citations in all NOUs (≈64000), number of citations per report and type of citation (if the 

citation is to a policy document, academic publication, think tank etc.). This brings about an 

opportunity for examining the reliance on different types of knowledge in the reports through 

an analysis of citation use, across all policy fields and over a long period of time. It also 

enables examining the relationship between member composition and citation use. In the 

regression analysis, citations and members are aggregated and NOU-reports are the units of 

the analysis. A list of NOUs that were excluded from the dataset can be found in Appendix 

III. 

All NOU commissions submit an official and publicly available report, which can be found 

online. Reports delivered in the period 1972-1993 are available at The Norwegian National 

Library’s web pages. Reports delivered in the period 1994-2017 are available at the 

                                                        
3 EUREX (Expertization of public inquiry commissions in a Europeanized administrative order) is an ongoing 

project that started in 2016. It is founded by the Research Council of Norway`s DEMOS-programme and looks 

into the role of scientific expertise in the preparation of public policies. The study is centered on the Norwegian 

system of public inquiry commissions (NOU).  
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Norwegian Government’s web pages. Citations were gathered manually from the reports4, 

mainly as reference lists. Some NOU reports did not have reference lists, and in these cases 

footnotes that qualified as references were gathered manually. Footnotes that qualified as 

references were footnotes that included citations to external literature and documents. Thus, 

footnotes that functioned as definitions or elaborations were not included as references. Some 

NOUs did not have either reference lists or footnotes that qualified as references, and these 

are included in the dataset as NOUs without references. The coding was done mainly 

automatic using Stata, but some were also coded manually. 

 

Table 1. Distribution of NOUs that contain and do not contain citations. By decade 

Period 1972-79 1980-89 1990-99 2000-09 2010-17 Total  

NOUs submitted 449 401 292 251 144 1,537 

NOUs without references 308 275 138 59 13 793 

 

Table 2. Share of total citations coded. Shown in absolute numbers and percent share. 

 

It should be pointed out that that a number of citations were not picked up in the automatic 

coding and was not coded manually either, due to time limitations. As table 2 shows, 60.45% 

of all citations in all periods were coded into source-categories. The share of citations that 

were coded into source-category varied over different time periods; 64% of citations in NOU 

reports submitted in the 1970s were coded, 50.5% in the 1980s, 53% in the 1990s, 59% in the 

period 2000-2010 and 65% in the period 2010-2017. Because the citations were not coded, I 

was also unable to see if there was systematic differences with regard to the different sources 

of citations, for example if academic citations were coded to a larger degree than, say, 

                                                        
4 I was hired as a research assistant at ARENA to help with the gathering of references, which happened over a 

period of time from autumn 2018 to winter 2019. I also contributed with coding of references.  

Period Total citations Coded citations   Percent 

1972-1979 6393 3974 64% 

1980-1989 6903 3489 50.5% 

1990-1999 8948 4767 53% 

2000-2010 16632 9894 59% 

2010-2017 25561 16807 65% 

Total  64437 38931 60.4% 
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citations to policy documents. We can, however, assume that a substantial part of the none-

coded citations were to sources that would not fall into either of our categories and would 

thus remain un-coded. This is probably the case for many of the non-coded citations from 

NOU reports in the period 2010-2017. Some assumptions can be made as to how this 

influences the analysis. Possible limitations with of the study will be discussed below, in 

section 4.2.3. 

 

 Research design 

The analysis follows two main steps: the first step is a descriptive analysis of how citation 

use has changed during the period 1972-2017. This include looking at developments in the 

total use of citations, developments in citations to different types of sources and citation use 

in NOUs from different policy fields. Citation use in NOU reports is a largely unexplored 

field. However, from theoretical arguments of scientification of policy advice and recent 

research on citations use in NOU reports in the economic policy field (Christensen and Holst, 

2017; Christensen, 2018) we expect that there has been an overall increase in use of citations 

and an increased use of citations to academic research. In the second step in the analysis, I 

examine the relationship between participation of academic experts in NOU commissions and 

citation use. This tells us something about what leads to an increase in citation use. 

Additionally, it may also tell us something about how the participation of academic experts, 

and the number of secretaries, influence the use of academic knowledge in reports. As such, I 

examine the reliance on academic knowledge in NOUs empirically by both descriptive and 

explanatory analysis. I examine the relationship between share of academic experts in 

commissions and use of citations to academic knowledge through OLS regression. 

Regression analysis is a way of quantifying how the average of one variable systematically 

varies according to the levels of another variable (Gordon 2015, p. 5). I look at how the 

number of citations to academic knowledge change when the share of academic members go 

from 0 percent to 100 percent. Further, I look at how the number of citations to academic 

knowledge vary between a commission with an academic chairman, compared to one with a 

non-academic chairman. I also examine how the number of citations change when the 

number of people in the secretariat increases. Finally, I also look at how the decade in which 

the NOU was submitted is related to the number of citations. This is used to control for 

unobserved factors related to the decade in which the report was submitted, such as the 

previously mentioned developments in technology and digital tools.  
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It can be noted that the outcome variables are not normally distributed. As a skewed 

distribution on the outcome variable can influence the standard errors, the normality 

assumption is commonly used to justify hypothesis testing in OLS (Gordon, 2015, p.127). 

Log-transformation of the outcome variable is a commonly used way to deal with a skewed 

distribution, however this would lead to a lot of missing values in the analysis as many of the 

NOU reports have 0 citations. Thus, to test the robustness of the regression analysis, I also 

estimated the regression models with robust standard errors as well. As the results were very 

similar, we can assume that the results of the regression models presented below were not 

influenced by the skewed distribution on the outcome variables.  

 

I use four different variables to measure the use of academic knowledge: citations to 

Norwegian academic research, citations to International academic research, citations to 

Norwegian governmental research and citations to research from Norwegian independent 

research institutes. First, I combine the four into a general “academic knowledge” variable to 

see how the share of academic experts affect the reliance on scientific research more 

generally. Second, I examine the relationship between participation of academic experts and 

the four different dependent variables separately. It can be argued that research from 

independent research institutes and governmental research is not academic research in a strict 

sense. It is not published in academic journals, it is commonly underdone at the request of a 

client and it may be more directed towards policy relevance. However, these institutes are 

populated by academically trained researchers, follow high standards for ethics and 

methodology, as well as high standard procedures for the assurance of quality. Thus, I choose 

to include all of these to get a wide description of how research produced by academics is 

used in commission reports, and how the participation of academics and chairmen influence 

the use of academic research. All dependent and independent variables and how they are 

operationalized is presented in the next section.  

 

4.2.1 Dependent variable: Citations 

A citation is a reference to a written text. I analyze citations that are gathered from reference 

lists in the NOU reports and from footnotes. In addition to references to academic 

publications, the reference list of a NOU report may contain references to Norwegian and 

foreign policy documents like white papers, proposals to parliament, ministry documents and 
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inquiry commissions, as well as documents from think tanks, consultancy firms, interest 

groups and more. However, the focus in this study is on references to academic knowledge. 

The number of citations to Norwegian and International academic research, research from 

independent research institutes and governmental research is examined to say something 

about the extent to which policy advice is justified with reference to academic knowledge 

(Christensen, 2018, p.298). Developments in the use of citation to non-academic knowledge 

will be briefly touched upon in the descriptive part of the analysis. See the excerpt from the 

codebook in Appendix II for details on the operationalization of these variables.  

 

1) Total number of references per NOU 

This variable measures the total number of citations per 100 pages of a NOU report. This 

number includes both coded and non-coded citations.  

 

2) Citations to Norwegian academic research 

Citations to Norwegian academic research is defined as citations to academic journal articles, 

books and book chapters, dissertations, master theses and various research from Norwegian 

Universities and University colleges. The Norwegian register for scientific journals, series 

and publishers (NSD defines academic publications as level 1 or level 2. Level 1 journals and 

publishers have to meet the NSDs criteria for academic publications5. Level 2 journals, in 

addition to meeting these criteria, must be “perceived as leading publication channels in a 

wide variety of academic contexts and publish the most outstanding works by researchers 

from different countries” and “publish about 20 percent of academic publications” (NSD, 

2017). To code references as Norwegian academic journal articles and books/book chapter, a 

list of Norwegian journals and publishers that had been authorized as level 1 by NSD at least 

one year since 2004 was applied. A list of Norwegian universities and university colleges was 

applied to code dissertations, master thesis and various research from these institutes into this 

category. We also used some general words to pick up references in this category, such as 

                                                        
5 There are four criteria: 1) it must present new insight, 2) it must be presented in a form that allows the 

research findings to be verified and/or used in new research, 3) it must be written in a language and have a 

distribution that make the publication accessible to the majority of interested researchers and 4) it must appear 

in an authorized publication channel (journal, series, book publishers, website) that has procedures for external 

peer review (NSD 2017) 
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“tidsskrift”, “phd” and “masteroppgave”. The variable shows the number of citations to this 

source per 100 pages of NOU-report.  

 

3) Citations to International academic research 

To code references in this category, a list of non-Norwegian journals and publishers from 

NSD that had been defined as level 1 at least one year since 2004, was applied. Some general 

words was also used to pick up references in this category, such as “journal” and “critical 

studies”. The variable shows the number of citations to this source per 100 pages of NOU-

report.  

 

4) Citations to Norwegian governmental research  

Governmental research is defined as research from institutes that are administered by the 

state, such as Statistics Norway (SSB), The Norwegian bank, The Norwegian Research 

council’s research institute (NIFU) and other research institutes such as the Norwegian 

Institute of Public Health (FHI) and The Norwegian Meteorological institute. To 

automatically code references into this category, both names of the institutes, their acronyms 

and more general terms such as “statens institutt for” was applied in the automatic coding. 

The variable shows the number of citations to this source per 100 pages of NOU-report.  

 

5) Citations to research by Norwegian independent research institutes 

The Norwegian government grants basis funding for a large number of independent research 

institutes. The funding is governed by the Norwegian research council and must follow a set 

of guidelines decided by royal decree in government (Kunnskapsdepartementet, 2013). The 

guidelines secure that state funding is granted in line with a number of set criteria, and that it 

is governed by a clear division of labor between the ministries and the Norwegian research 

council (Kunnskapsdepartementet, 2013). Citations to research by Norwegian independent 

research institutes was coded by applying a list of research institutes from the Norwegian 

research council. This include research institutes such as Fafo, SINTEF and the Peace 

Research institute Oslo (PRIO). The full names and the acronyms of research institutes was 

applied to code references into this category. The variable shows the number of citations to 

this source per 100 pages of NOU-report.  

 

6) Citations to academic knowledge 
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This variable is a combination of citations to Norwegian academic research, Citations to 

Norwegian governmental research, Citations to research by Norwegian independent research 

institutes and Citations to academic research with international outlets. The variable shows 

the number of citations to this source per 100 pages of NOU-report.  

     

4.2.2  Independent variables: Participation of academics, size of secretariat 

and decade of submission 

In the dataset, members of commissions are defined as persons that are initially appointed to 

the commission and members who are appointed later and do not replace an existing member 

(Christensen and Hesstvedt, 2018)6. If the member is also a secretariat member, the person is 

counted both as a secretariat member and a commission member. The member variable do 

not include secretariat members, and members and secretariat is examined separately in the 

analysis. I examine the effect of participation of academics both as members and as 

chairmen. The chairman decides how the commission will carry out its work. In some 

commissions the chairman also participates in the writing of the NOU report, while in others, 

the secretariat is responsible for all the writing (Fornyings- og administrasjonsdepartementet, 

2007). Academics, in contrast to other members in NOU commissions, are often appointed 

personally, that is, not as representatives of something else, such as a work place or an 

organization (Tellmann, 2016). Further, in addition to the participation of academics, I 

examine the effect of the size of the secretariat on the use of citations. It is also reasonable to 

think that the use of citations in commission reports have also been influenced by societal 

developments and developments in technology, such as the rise of internet and the 

digitalization of NOU reports. Thus, I examine how the decade of submission of an NOU 

report influences the use of citations. All independent variables and how they are 

operationalized, is described below.  

 

1) Participation of academics as members 

In the dataset, academics are defined as a person employed in an academic position at an 

independent research institution. That means persons that are currently employed in a 

research position, such as professors, associate professors, phd fellows, docents, assistant 

                                                        
6 If other sources are not stated, the information on the variables in this section is gathered from the codebook 

for the NOU database of the EUREX project at ARENA Center for European Research and the University of 

Oslo (Christensen and Hesstvedt, 2018).  
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professors, researcher etc. Independent research institution is defined as non-partisan, non-

governmental establishments that are founded for doing research (and not only teaching, 

vocational training etc.). This includes academics at universities and university colleges, such 

as the University of Oslo, University of Tromsø, Inland Norway University of Applied 

Sciences, NHH Norwegian School of Economics, Norwegian business school (BI). Also 

independent research institutes such as Fafo, Norwegian Institute for Nature Research 

(NINA), Norwegian institute for water research (NIVA), etc. Retired researchers (emeritus) 

are also included as academics. The variable shows the share of academics as members of a 

commission. The values range from 0= 0% academic members in commission, and 1= 100% 

of members of the commission were academics.  

 

2) Participation of academics as chairmen 

The chairman’s role is to lead meetings and secure that the work of the commission 

progresses according to the schedule. The chairman is influential when it comes to how the 

commission work is organised, how issues are prioritised and how evaluations and proposals 

are formulated (Fornyings- og administrasjonsdepartementet 2007). Further, the chairman is 

the representative of the commission vis-à-vis authorities and the public during and after the 

commission work (Christensen, 2018, p.297). In the dataset, we count the person that was 

initially appointed as chairman, or the person who were appointed to replace a chairman that 

left the commission. Maximum one chairmen is counted per commission. In the analysis, I 

use a dummy variable that defines if the commission’s chairman was an academic or not. The 

values range from 0= the chairman of the commission was not an academic, and 1= the 

chairman of the commission was an academic.  

 

3) Size of the secretariat 

The commissions can have one secretary or a secretariat consisting of two or people. They 

can be employed full time or part time, depending on the size and complexity of the policy 

issues that are taken up for discussion, as well as how the tasks are divided between the 

chairman, members and secretaries. The commission often employ civil servants as 

secretaries, who are then dismissed from their ordinary tasks during the commission. External 

actors from research communities or consultancy firms may also be paid to assist the 

secretary work (Fornyings- og administrasjonsdepartementet 2007). In the dataset, secretaries 

are defined as persons who are initially appointed to the secretariat, and secretaries who are 

appointed later and do not replace an existing member (Christensen and Hesstvedt, 2018). 
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Secretaries who participated part time are also included, as well as secretaries located in an 

organization. Secretariat members who were appointed to replace an existing member is 

excluded from the dataset. In the analysis, I use a variable that defines the size of the 

secretariat, that is, how many people worked in the secretariat of a NOU commission. The 

variable shows absolute numbers of people in the secretariat per commission.  

 

4) Decade of submission 

This variable is based on the year of submission of an NOU report. Year of submission is 

pooled into five categories: 1972-1979, 1980-1989, 1990-1999, 2000-2009 and 2010-2017. 

They are included as dummy variables in the analysis. 1972-1979 is used as the control 

category, and this dummy is thus excluded in the models.  

 

5) Policy field 

In the dataset, the NOU commissions are categorized according to their appointing ministry. 

Appointing ministries have been divided into 10 policy field categories: Finance, Justice, 

Environment, Education, Industry and Trade, Health and Social Services, Administration, 

Local Government, Labor and Unspecified. Some NOU reports were categorized as 

unspecified because they were appointed from a ministry that no longer exists and cannot be 

linked to an existing ministry. Information about the number of NOUs in each policy field is 

given in Table 1 in Appendix I.  

 

Table 3 Descriptive statistics of all dependent and independent variables. N = NOU reports.    

Period  Min Max Mean  Std.Dev N 

Total use of references  0 641.46 26.99 48.43 1359 

Citations to Norwegian academic research  0 117.39 2.48 6.64 1359 

Citations to Norwegian governmental research 0 22.22 0.96 2.83 1359 

Citations to Independent research    0 36.48 1.08 3.29 1359 

Citations to international academic research  0 109.75 2.04 7.13 1359 

Citations to research  0 287 12.37 22.81 1359 

Share of Academics  0 1 0.13 0.19 1537 

Academic chairman 0 1 0.25 0.43 1536 

Size of secretariat  1 19 2.31 2.16 1455 

Decade of submission 1 5 2.50 1.13 1537 

Policy field  0 9 3.93 2.87 1537 
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Table 4 Total number of citations to sources of academic knowledge. By decade.  

Period 1972-79 1980-89 1990-99 2000-10 2010-17 

Total use of references 6393 6903 8948 16632 25461 

Citations to Norwegian academic research 938 545 750 1610 1921 

Citations to Norwegian governmental research 227 227 413 524 977 

Citations to Independent research    176 97 310 766 1477 

Citations to international academic research 609 122 504 1119 2468 

 

4.2.3 Possible limitations of the study 

There are some possible limitations of the study. More than 65000 references were manually 

gathered from reference lists and footnotes in NOU reports in the period 1972-2017. The 

coding of these references was then done automatically, using codes in Stata for picking up 

text. As can be read in table 2, only 60% of these were picked up in the coding. However, we 

can assume that a substantial part of the citations that were not coded would not fall into 

either of the categories, and would thus remain un-coded with the current coding scheme. It is 

still possible that the coding will lead to some skewness in the data, both in the sense that 

earlier references were probably picked up to a lesser degree than newer ones and that 

references to some categories of sources were easier to pick up than others. Earlier references 

tended to be less detailed and were thus harder to pick up. In the case of academic references, 

the non-coded citations could perhaps have been minimized by using a different coding 

scheme that included a list of journals and publishing houses going all the way back to the 

1970s. With the current list, it can be assumed that some references were to journals and 

books from publishers that no longer exists.  

 

Some measures were done to pick up more citations into the academic knowledge categories: 

first, when a common denominator was identified, the code was supplemented with more 

general terms such as “journal” and “tidsskrift”. It should also be pointed out that the citation 

practice in the early decades was a bit different today. We see that the references are less 

detailed, for example in the sense that some references to books or articles only included 

author and year, not publisher or journal. Thus, some manual coding was also done to pick up 

more references from NOU reports in the 1970s. From table 2, we see that 65% of the 

references from NOUs from the 1970s are now coded. The share of coded citations is low in 

the 1980s and 1990s, which may contribute to an enhancing of the steepness in the increase 

in the transition to the 2000s. These limitations must be kept in mind when interpreting the 
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results. Further, from 1994, the NOU reports were published digitally on the Norwegian 

government website, which made the reference lists and footnotes easier to read, making it 

easier to pick up references from the period after this.  
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5 Analysis and results  
 

In the section below I present the results of both steps in the analysis. The first step is looking 

at how the use of citations in general has changed over time. The second is looking at how 

the use of citations to different sources has changed over time. The third is looking at how the 

use of citations to different sources of academic knowledge has changed over time. Finally, I 

look at the variations between policy fields in the use of citations to different sources of 

academic knowledge. Has there been a change in the reliance on academic knowledge in 

NOU reports in the period 1972-2017?  

 

Further, I examine how the participation of academics as members and chairmen in 

commissions, as well as the size of the secretariat, influences the use of citations in 

commission reports. First, I examine how these factors influence the use of citations in 

general. Second, I examine how these factors influence the use of citations to the different 

sources of academic knowledge combined. Third, I separate the four different sources of 

academic knowledge and examines how these factors influence the use of citations to each 

source specifically. Can the increased use of citations to academic knowledge in NOU reports 

be explained by the participation of academics in commissions? 

 

 Developments in citation use 

Table 5. Descriptive Statistics. Absolute numbers. 

 

As we read from Table 5, the number of NOUs declined sharply in the period 1972-2017. In 

the 1970s, around 450 NOU reports were submitted. In the 1990s, the number of reports 

submitted declined by more than a hundred, and continued to decline in the 2000s. Parallel to 

the decline in number of NOUs, we see a sharp increase in the total number of references. 

While it stayed quite stable in the 1970s and 1980s, it increased in the 1990s and nearly 

doubles around the turn of the century. The total number of references from all NOU reports 

Period  1972-79 1980-89 1990-99  2000-09 2010-17 Total 

Number of commissions 449 401 292 251 144 1537 

Number of members 3510 3315 2676 2678 1424 13603 

Number of secretariat members  573 552 649 851 610 3235 

Number of citations 6393 6903 8948 16632 25561 64437 
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increases from around 9000 in the 1990s to over 16 000 in the first decade of the 2000s. 

Further, it increases sharply in the transition to the current decade, in which there was over 

25 000 references in total, from only 144 NOU reports. It is also worth noticing that the 

number of people participating as secretaries in commissions increases in the period. This 

means that the number of members and secretaries per NOU commissions has increased.  

Figure 1 is a scatterplot showing the total number of citations per NOU report, by year of 

submission. We see that NOU reports with none or almost no citations were much more 

frequent in the 1970s than in the 2000s. However, there were some NOU reports with a high 

number of citations in the 1970s, in fact, the NOU report with most citations of all NOU 

reports in the whole period was submitted in this decade. This figure shows that while it was 

common for a report to have no citations in the 1970s and 1980s, there are very few reports 

with no citations after the middle of the 1990s. Figure 2 shows the increase more clearly. 

The figure shows the development in average number of total citations per 100 pages of NOU 

report. We see that the average number of citations per 100 pages in a commission report has 

gone from around 10 citations in the 1970s, to 100 in 2010 and is around 90 in the last 

decade. This is a dramatic increase. This finding shows that it has become much more 

common to use citations to existing sources of knowledge or information in NOU reports. 

This finding meets our expectations from previous research on NOU reports in the economic 

policy field.  

Figure 1 Number of citations in NOU reports, 100 pages. One point represents one report. 
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Figure 2 Mean number of citations in NOU reports. By decade of submission.  

 

The increase in citation use in general indicates that the practice of using citations has 

become much more widespread. However, what does this increase contain? What sources are 

cited in NOU reports and how has this changed? I examine this next. 

 

Figure 3 Mean number of citations to different sources per 100 pages of NOU reports.  
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Table 6 Mean number of citations to different sources per 100 pages of NOU report. Percent share of 

total citations in parenthesis.  

Period  1972-79 1980-89 1990-99  2000-09 2010-17 Total 

Norwegian academic research 2.12 

(14,8) 

1.11  

(8) 

1.83 

(9.5) 

4.72 

(8.8) 

6.09  

(7.8) 

5764 

Norwegian governmental research  0.53 

(6.9) 

0.46 

(5.9) 

0.72 

(4.8) 

1.80 

(3.6) 

3.21  

(3.4) 

2368 

Norwegian independent research   0.39  

(3) 

0.19 

(2.1) 

0.67  

(4) 

2.48  

(5) 

4.99  

(4.9) 

2826 

International academic research 1.42 

(6.1) 

0.24 

(1.4) 

1.25 

(5.2) 

4.14 

(6.3) 

8.16  

(7.9) 

4822 

Norwegian interest groups 0.38 

(2.29) 

0.25 

(1.2) 

0.27 

(1.6) 

0.85 

(1.45) 

1.28 

(1.24) 

1030 

Norwegian policy documents 3.38  

(28) 

4.06  

(24) 

4.81  

(25) 

11.68 

(26,6) 

23.18  

(29) 

16377 

Norwegian think tanks 0.002 

(0.001) 

0 0.007 

(0.045) 

0.008 

(0.01) 

0.05 

(0.05) 

24 

Norwegian consultancy firms 0.006 

(0.102) 

0.001 

(0.033) 

0.06 

(0.45) 

0.30 

(0.87) 

1.26 

(1.62) 

514 

Foreign policy documents 2.52 

(4) 

1.61 

(2.5) 

0.82 

(2) 

0.98 

(1.96) 

0.89 

(1) 

1888 

Norwegian media outlets 0.06 

(0.52) 

0.09 

(0.37) 

0.06 

(0.19) 

0.32 

(0.6) 

0.76 

(0.67) 

486 

International organizations policy 

documents and research 

0.13  

(2) 

0.29 

(2.5) 

0.57 

(3.5) 

2.44 

(3.8) 

5.73  

(7.1) 

2832 

 

5.1.1 Developments in the use of citations to different sources 

Table 6 and Figure 3 shows developments in the use of citations to different sources. This is 

measured in number of citations to a source per 100 pages of NOU report. We see an increase 

in the use of citations to all the different sources from 1972 to 2017, except when it comes to 

foreign policy documents. Further, Norwegian policy documents make up the largest group 

of citations. This is typically citations to documents such as white papers, law proposals and 

inquiry commission reports. Norwegian policy documents remain the most cited throughout 

the period, with the exception of the 1970s, in which foreign policy documents were the most 

cited. From the 1990s onwards, foreign policy documents are also less cited than Norwegian 

academic research, international academic research and Norwegian governmental research. It 

is interesting to notice that research from independent research institute becomes one of the 

top four most cited sources in 2000-2009. Of all the different categories, however, citations to 
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International organization’s policy documents and research has the most dramatic increase in 

the average number of citations per 100 pages – from only 0.13 citations per 100 pages of 

report in the 1970s to 5.73 per 100 pages of report in the 2010s. Together, the citations that 

fall under the category of academic knowledge make up around 23 citations per 100 pages. 

We also see that citations to Norwegian policy documents also make up around 23 citations 

per 100 pages. This indicates that there has been an increase both in citations to external 

research, but also to internal sources within government. When we combine the number of 

citations to national policy documents with the number of citations to governmental research, 

we see that documents from governmental institutions make up a larger part of the total 

citations than citations to external sources of academic knowledge. It is also interesting to see 

that while the participation of interest group representatives have gone down, as previous 

research has shown, the use of citations to interest group documents have increased. This 

suggests that even if their participation have declined, they still have some influence on the 

content of NOU reports. However, there is still only an average of 1.28 citations per 100 

pages to interest group documents in the current decade, and academic research is cited a lot 

more. Next step will be looking at the developments in the use of citations to academic 

knowledge more closely. In this study, citations to academic knowledge is seen as an 

indication of the reliance on academic knowledge in Norwegian policy advice. Has there 

been an increased reliance on academic knowledge in NOU reports? 

 

 
Figure 4 Mean number of citations to sources of academic knowledge per 100 pages of NOU report. By year of 
submission.  
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5.1.2 Citations to academic knowledge 

Figure 4 shows developments in the use of citations to different sources of academic 

knowledge. The decline from the 1970s to the 1980s, as well as the low averages in the 1980s 

and 1990s, may be influenced by the low share of coded references in this period. However, 

we see an increase in the use of citations to all the different sources of academic knowledge 

in the period. First of all, we see that citations to International academic has become the most 

cited source of academic research. The orientation towards international academic research is 

in line with the expectations from previous research; Christensen (2018) found an increase in 

citations to international academic publications in NOU reports in the economic field. The 

number of citations to international academic research increased from an average of 1.42 

citations per 100 pages of report in the 1970s to 8.16 citations per 100 pages in the 2010s. 

This indicates that it has become increasingly common to make citations to international 

academic publications in NOU reports across all policy fields.  

Norwegian academic research was cited most in the period up to 2000, but is now the second 

most cited source of academic knowledge. The development of citations to research from 

independent research institutes is also interesting. We see that while it was not common to 

cite research from independent research institutes in the 1970s, they have become a more 

frequently used source of knowledge in the last two decades. Citations to research by 

independent research institutes increased, and is now cited around 5 times per 100 pages of 

NOU report. We also see that citations to governmental research has become much more 

common in the 1970s, but that it has not increased as much as research from independent 

research institutes. However, relative numbers are presented in parenthesis in Table 6, and 

we can see that while the use of citations to all four sources of academic knowledge has 

increased in absolute numbers, the proportion of citations that go to Norwegian academic 

research, as well as governmental research, has declined in the period. There is, however, an 

increase in the share of citations that go to international academic research and research from 

independent research institutes. These findings indicate that NOU reports draw on academic 

knowledge to an increasing degree in their formulation of policy advice, but that this increase 

has not been at the expense of the use of other types of sources, we see rather a shift in the 

source of academic knowledge, from Norwegian academic publications to international 

academic publication and research institutes. The average number of citations to national 

policy documents has also increased, and the share of citations going to this source has 

remained fairly stable throughout the period. This indicates that citations to Norwegian policy 
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documents has been an important and stable source of information and knowledge throughout 

the period.  

 

Figure 5 Mean number of citation to sources of academic knowledge per 100 pages of NOU reports. By policy field.  

 

5.1.3 Policy fields and citations to academic knowledge 

Figure 5 shows that, as expected, there are variations in the use of academic knowledge 

between different policy fields. We see that NOU reports that deal with finance policy uses 

most citations to academic knowledge in total, most citations to international academic 

knowledge and most citations to governmental research, out of all the policy fields. That 

there is an orientation towards international academic research could be expected from 

previous studies of citation use in NOUs in the economic policy field, in which both 

Christensen and Holst (2017) and Christensen (2017) found an orientation towards 

international academic publications. While NOU reports in this policy field have an average 

of 14 citations to academic knowledge per 100 pages, more than half of these citations are to 

international academic research. An interesting finding is that NOU reports dealing with 

financial policy has such a high average of citations to international academic knowledge 

compared to other highly technical policy fields such as environment. NOUs dealing with 

environment issues have an average of 2.7 citations to international academic knowledge per 
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100 pages, whereas NOUs dealing with financial policy issues has an average of 7,8 citations 

to international academic research, which is more than twice the amount. Further, NOU 

reports dealing with administration policy is second in the use of citations in general. We also 

see the highest number of citations to Norwegian academic research and the second highest 

number in citations to international academic knowledge in this policy field. In NOUs 

dealing with administration policy, there is an average of around 11 citations to academic 

knowledge per 100 pages and a little under half of them go to Norwegian academic research. 

Further, NOU reports from the labor policy field have the most citations to research from 

independent research institutes. This indicates that NOUs in different policy fields rely on 

different sources of knowledge in their formulation of policy advice and have different 

traditions for citing sources in their reports. We must also keep in mind that this number 

represent the total use of citations over the whole period within each policy field. Thus, we 

cannot say whether there has been an increase in the use of citations within some of them and 

not others.  

 

To sum up: the descriptive citation analysis has shown that there has been an increased use of 

citations in NOU reports in general. Further, we found that there had been a prominent 

increase in citations to sources of academic knowledge, but also in citations to Norwegian 

policy documents. However, while the share of total citations that went to Norwegian policy 

documents remained fairly stable throughout the period, there was an increase in the share of 

total citations that went to international academic research and research from independent 

research institutes. The share of total citations that went to Norwegian academic research and 

governmental research, however, had declined. Further, we found that NOU reports dealing 

with Finance policy had the most citations to academic knowledge over the whole period. 

Next up, we examine how the participation of academics as members and chairman, as well 

as the size of the secretariat, influences the use of citations in general, and to academic 

knowledge.  

 

 Participation of academics and use of citations 

Previous studies of reliance on academic knowledge in NOUs have found an increase in the 

participation of academics, both as members and as chairmen of commissions (Christensen 

and Holst, 2017; Christensen and Hesstvedt, 2018; Christensen, 2018; Hesstvedt, 2018). Can 

the increased use of citations to academic knowledge be explained by the increased 
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participation of academic experts in commissions or must it be explained by other factors? Is 

the use of citations to academic knowledge influenced by the number of secretaries in 

commission? And does the participation of academics effect the increased use of some forms 

of research and not others? These questions are examined in this part of the analysis. The data 

on members and citations are combined in a regression analysis. First, I examine the effect of 

participation of academics as members and chairmen of commissions on the use of citations 

in general.  

 

5.2.1 Influence of participation of academics on total use of citations 

Table 7 shows the results from both simple and multivariate regressions. The total number of 

citations per 100 pages is the outcome variable. We see that the share of academics among 

the members of a NOU commission is positively related to the use of citations in general 

throughout model 1-3. The relationship is significant at the 0.001 level throughout all models. 

In model 3, we see that a commission with only academics is likely to have around 55 more 

citations per 100 pages, compared to a commission with no academic members. The average 

percent share of academic members in the period 2010-2017 was 26%. Thus, using the 

coefficient of share of academics in model 3 we can calculate that a commission with 26% 

academics will have around 14 more citations per 100 pages than one with no academics, 

controlled for decade of submission and size of secretariat. Further, we see that the number of 

secretaries is positively related to the use of citations in reports. In model 3, 1 extra secretary 

is related to 1 more citation per 100 pages. The average number of secretaries in a 

commission in the period 2010-2017 was around 5. Using the coefficient of size of secretariat 

we can calculate that a commission with 5 secretaries would have an average of a little over 5 

citations per 100 pages more than one with no secretaries, controlled for share of academics 

and decade of submission. This indicates that participation of academics is a stronger 

determinant of total use of citations than the size of the secretariat. In model 4, we see that a 

commission with an academic chairman is likely to have around 5 more citations per 100 

pages than a commission with a non-academic chairman. This indicates that commissions led 

by an academic is more likely to use citations in the writing of an NOU report. However, the 

relationship is only significant on the 0,1 level. Looking at the adjusted R2, we see that model 

3 is the best suited at explaining the variance in total use of citations out of the four. A model 

that includes share of academic members, number of secretaries and decade of submission 

explains 26% of the variance in total use of citation.  
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Table 7 OLS estimates of determinants of total use of citations. 

Dependent: total number of citations per 100 pages    

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 b(se) b(se) b(se) b(se) 

     

Share of members academics  80.899 **** 78.099**** 55.214****  

 (6.239) (6.662) (6.575)  

Number of secretaries  4.906**** 1.063* 1.203* 

  (0.598) (0.640) (0.657) 

Chairman academic    5.189* 

    (2.924) 

Decade of submission 

(19702-1979 =0) 

 

    

1980-1989   -2.371  -2.323 

   (3.051) (3.132) 

1990-1999   0.994 3.951 

   (3.546) (3.641) 

2000-2009   24.850**** 31.689**** 

   (4.259) (4.318) 

2010-2017   56.570**** 65.017**** 

   (4.867) (4.922) 

Intercept 15.555 5.425 8.672 12.517 

 (1.521) (1.920) (2.366) (2.396) 

N 1359 1359 1359 1359 

Adj. R2  0.109 0.163 0.261 0.223 

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 **** p < 0.001 

 

These findings indicate that the academic practice of using explicit references to back up 

arguments (Christensen, 2018, p.304) in the NOU reports to some degree can be explained by 

the participation of academics as members and chairmen, but also in some degree by the 

secretaries and by the decade of submission. It also indicates that the participation of 

academics not only influences the use of academic knowledge in the report, but also 
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influences the use of non-academic sources of knowledge. In the next section we examine if 

the participation of academics and secretaries influences the use of citations to sources of 

academic knowledge more specifically.  

 

5.2.2 Influence of the participation of academics on use of citations to 

academic knowledge 

In the following regression models the outcome variable is a combination of citations to 

Norwegian academic research, international academic research, research from independent 

research institutes and governmental research. Table 8 shows the results of both simple and 

multivariate regression models were number of citations per 100 pages to academic 

knowledge is the outcome variable. We see that there is a positive relationship between the 

share of academics among members and the number of citations to academic knowledge 

throughout model 1-3. The relationship is significant at the 0.001 level. In model 3, we see 

that a commission with only academics is likely to have around 22 more citations to 

academic knowledge per 100 pages, compared to a commission with no academic members. 

We know that the average share of academics in commissions in the period 2010-2017 was 

26 %. Thus, we can calculate that a commission with 26% academics will have around 6 

more citations per 100 pages than one with no academics.   

 

Further, the number of secretaries is also positively related to the use of citations to academic 

knowledge. One extra secretary is related to an increase in the use of citations by around 1 

citation per 100 pages. Further, we know that the average number of secretaries in 

commissions in the same period was 5. Thus, a commission with 5 secretaries will have 4.5 

more citations per 100 pages than one with no secretaries. This indicates that the participation 

of academics as members has a little more influence on the use of citations to academic 

knowledge than secretaries, but that secretaries do influence the use of citations to academic 

knowledge substantially. From model 4, we see that a commission with an academic 

chairman is not more likely to have more citations to academic knowledge compared to a 

commission with a non-academic chairman. This is an interesting finding. On the one hand, 

this is in line with previous research on citation use in NOU reports. Christensen (2018) 

found that a commission with an economist chairman was not more likely to use citations to 

international economic journals than a commission with another chairman. However, on the 

other hand, the outcome variable in this model is a combined measure of different kinds of 
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academic research. Thus, the following analysis will show if an academic chairman perhaps 

only influences the use of some sources of academic knowledge. 

 

Table 8 OLS estimates. Determinants of number of citations to academic knowledge 

Dependent: number of citations to research per 100 pages    

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 b(se) b(se) b(se) b(se) 

     

Share of members academics  36.267 **** 33.496**** 22.297****  

 (2.955) (3.106) (0.294)  

Number of secretaries  2.847**** 0.938*** 0.994*** 

  (0.279) (0.294) (0.300) 

Chairman academic    1.991 

    (2.924) 

Decade of submission 

(19702-1979 =0) 

 

    

1980-1989   -2.623*  -2.600* 

   (1.404) (1.433) 

1990-1999   -0.934 0.276 

   (1.632) (1.666) 

2000-2009   10.936**** 13.724**** 

   (1.960) (1.976) 

2010-2017   27.827**** 31.269**** 

   (2.240) (2.252) 

Intercept 7.241 1.458 3.914 5.481 

 (2.955) (0.895) (1.088) (1.096) 

N 1359 1359 1359 1359 

Adj. R2  0.099 0.175 0.291 0.262 

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 **** p < 0.001 

 

 

Looking at the adjusted R2, we see that model 3 explains most of the variance in the use of 

citations to research. When including the share of academics in a commission, the number of 

secretaries and decade of submission, the model explains almost 30 % of the variance, which 
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is more than it did to explain the variance in the use of total citations. Next up will be 

examining the influence of participation of academics on the use of citations to Norwegian 

and international academic research.  

 

Citations to Norwegian and International academic research  

Table 9 shows multivariate regressions with number of citations to Norwegian academic 

research and number of citations to International academic research as outcome variables. In 

model 1, we see that there is a positive relationship between the share of academics among 

members and the use of citations to Norwegian academic knowledge. A commission with 

only academics is likely to have an average of 6 citations more per 100 pages than a 

commission with no academic members. Further, a commission with 26% academic members 

will have an average of 1.7 more citations per 100 pages to Norwegian academic research, 

compared to one without any academic members. We see that number of secretaries is not 

related to the use of citations to Norwegian academic knowledge, which is an interesting 

finding. However, from model 2, we see that a commission with an academic chairman is, in 

fact, likely to have around one citation more to Norwegian academic research per 100 pages 

than a commission with a non-academic chairman. Thus, the participation of academics as 

chairman does have influence on the use of Norwegian academic research, but we see that the 

influence is not very strong.    

 

In model 3, we see a positive relationship between the share of academics among members 

and the use of citations to international academic research. A commission with only academic 

members will have an average of almost 10 more citations to international academic research 

than one without an academic member. Further, a commission with 26% academic will have 

2.5 more citations to international academic research than one without academic members. 

This indicate that the participation of academics as members has a stronger influence on the 

use of international research than on citations to Norwegian research. Again, this is an 

interesting finding. We also see that there is actually a significant positive relationship 

between number of secretaries and the use of citations to international academic research. 

Thus, secretaries influence the use of citations to international research, but not to Norwegian 

research. Moving on, we see that a commission with 5 secretaries will have 2.5 more 

citations per 100 pages than a commission with no secretaries. In model 4, we see that a 

commission with an academic chairman is likely to have 1.6 more citations to international 

academic research than a commission with a non-academic chairman. This indicates that the 
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participation of academics as chairmen influences the use of international academic research 

more than the use of Norwegian academic research.  

 

Table 9 OLS estimates of determinants of number of citations to Norwegian and 

international academic research  

Dependent: number of 

citations to Norwegian 

academic research per 100 

pages 

 Dependent: number of citations to 

international academic research per 

100 pages 

  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 b(se) b(se) b(se) b(se) 

     

Share of members academics  6.960****  9.996****  

 (0.978)  (1.027)  

Number of secretaries -0.123 -0.105 0.583**** 0.609**** 

 (0.095) (0.096) (0.100) (0.103) 

Chairman academic  0.966**  1.637**** 

  (0.431)  (0.459) 

Decade of submission 

(19702-1979 =0) 

 

    

1980-1989 -1.147** 1.153** -1.360*** -1.378*** 

 (0.095) (0.462) (0.477) (0.492) 

1990-1999 -0.541 -0.220 -1.403** -0.983* 

 (0.527) (0.537) (0.554) (0.572) 

2000-2009 1.847*** 2.630**** 0.180 1.242* 

 (0.633) (0.637) (0.665) (0.678) 

2010-2017 3.186**** 4.156**** 2.854**** 4.172**** 

 (0.724) (0.726) (0.760) (0.773) 

Intercept 1.586 2.028 -0.277 0.323 

 (0.351) (0.353) (0.369) (0.376) 

N 1359 1359 1359 1359 

Adj. R2  0.097 0.065 0.187 0.135 

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 **** p < 0.001 
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Three observations can be highlighted here: first, it is interesting that the number of 

secretaries did not influence the use of Norwegian academic research, but did influence the 

use of international academic research. Second, we see that the determinants included in the 

models explain much more of the variance in citations to international academic research 

than in citations to Norwegian academic research. The determinants included in model 1 only 

explains 9.7 percent of the variance in use of citations to Norwegian academic research. In 

contrast, the determinants included in model 3 explains 18.7 percent of the variance in use of 

citations to international academic research. This indicates that some unobserved factors 

influence the use of citations to Norwegian academic knowledge specifically. Third, it is 

interesting to see that the participation of academics as chairmen did influence the use of 

citations to Norwegian and international academic knowledge, when it did not have an effect 

on the combined measure used as outcome variable in the previous section. Finally, it is 

interesting to see that the influence of the size of the secretariat was similar to that of share of 

academic members, however, we cannot directly compare the two, as participation of 

academic members is measured as share of academics and secretariat is measured in absolute 

numbers. Next up, we examine if the participation of academics as members and chairmen, as 

well as the secretaries, influence the use of citations to research from independent research 

institutes and governmental research.  

 

Citations to independent research institutes and governmental research  

Table 10 shows multiple regression models with citations to research from independent 

research institutes and citations to governmental research as outcome variables. In model 1, 

we see a positive relationship between the share of academics among members and the use of 

citations to research by Norwegian research institutes. A commission with only academic 

members will have 1.9 more citations per 100 pages to institute research than a commission 

with no academics. Further, a commission with 26% academic members will have 0.4 

citations more per 100 pages, compared to a commission without any academics. Thus, the 

participation of academics as members of commissions seem to have more influence on the 

use of citations to Norwegian and international academic research than to research from 

independent research institutes. We see that there is a positive relationship between the size 

of the secretariat and use of citations to institute research. One extra person in the secretariat 

is related to a 0.3 higher number of citations. A commission with 5 people in the secretariat 

will have an average of 1.5 more citations to institute research than a commission with no 

people in the secretariat. This indicates that the secretariat influences the use of citations to 
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research from independent research institutes more than the participation of academics does. 

This is supported by the fact that a commission with an academic chairman is not likely to 

have more citations to institute research.  

 

Table 10 OLS estimates. Determinants of number of citations to Norwegian independent and 

governmental research. 

Dependent: number of 

citations to institute 

research per 100 pages 

 Dependent: number of citations 

to governmental research per 

100 pages 

  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 b(se) b(se) b(se) b(se) 

     

Share of members academics  1.937****  2.193****  

 (0.460)  (0.420)  

Number of secretaries 0.307**** 0.312**** 0.256**** 0.262**** 

 (0.044 (0.045) (0.040) (0.041) 

Chairman academic  0.250  0.117 

  (0.200)  (0.184) 

Decade of submission 

(19702-1979 =0) 

 

    

1980-1989 -0.263 -0.264 -0.108 -0.102 

 (0.213) (0.215) (0.195) (0.197) 

1990-1999 -0.132 -0.039 -0.181 -0.049 

 (0.248) (0.250) (0.226) (0.229) 

2000-2009 1.266**** 1.489**** 0.513* 0.807*** 

 (0.298) (0.296) (0.272) (0.271) 

2010-2017 3.181**** 3.456**** 1.404**** 1.766**** 

 (0.340) (0.338) (0.311) (0.310) 

Intercept -0.210 -0.084 -0.036 0.128 

 (0.165) (0.164) (0.151) (0.150) 

N 1359 1359 1359 1359 

Adj. R2  0.235 0.225 0.134 0.116 

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 **** p < 0.001 
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Looking at model 3 and 4, we see that the results are very similar to model 1 and 2. However, 

we see that the share of academics has a somewhat stronger influence on the use of citations 

to governmental research and that the size of secretariat has a somewhat weaker influence. A 

commission with 26% academics will have an average of around 0.6 more citations to 

governmental research per 100 pages, compared to one with no academic members. A 

commission with 5 people in the secretariat will have an average of 1.3 more citations to 

governmental research per 100 pages than a commission with no people in the secretariat. A 

commission with an academic chairman is not likely to have more citations to governmental 

research than a commission with a non-academic chairman. It is interesting, however, to see 

that the determinant explain much more of the variance in use of citations to institute research 

than they explain the use of citations to governmental research.  

 

To sum up, the findings of the regression analysis showed that the participation of academics 

as members influences the use of citations in general and to the four sources of academic 

knowledge. However, there were some interesting nuances. First, we saw that the 

participation of academics as members influenced the use of citations to Norwegian and 

international academic research more than they influenced the use of citations to research 

from independent research institutes and governmental research. This was evident in the 

participation of academics as chairmen as well; having an academic as chairman was not 

related to the use of citations to independent research institutes and governmental research. 

Second, we saw that the number of people in the secretariat influenced the use of citations to 

institute research and governmental research more than the participation of academics, both 

as members and as chairmen. The findings of both steps in the analysis will be discussed in 

the next section.  

 

 Discussion  

Let’s sum up the main findings of both steps in the analysis. First, we have seen that there has 

been an increased use of citations in general. Second, we saw that there has been an increased 

use of citations to academic knowledge, especially to international academic research and 

research from Norwegian independent research institutes. However, we also saw that there 

was an increased use of citation to other sources, especially to Norwegian policy documents. 

Third, the citation analysis showed that there were variations in the use of citations to 

academic knowledge between policy fields. Moving on to the regression analysis, we found 
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that the participation of academics both as members and chairmen had an influence on the 

use of citations to academic knowledge, although it was not equally strong across all sources. 

Overall, we do find some evidence of scientization of policy advice; the NOU reports 

increasingly draw on academic knowledge, and the participation of academics seem to have 

some influence on this development. On the other hand, there were findings that point in 

other directions. We saw that there was an increase in the use of internal policy documents as 

well, and that documents produced by governmental institutions made up the largest share of 

citations in NOU reports. We also found that some of the use of academic knowledge was 

also influenced by the number of secretariats in the commission, and that they influenced the 

use of institute research and governmental research more than the participation of academics. 

How can these empirical findings be interpreted? 

 

Changes in the use of citations over time 

The findings showed a marked increase in the use of citations in NOU reports over time. 

Based on previous research on citation use in NOU reports in the economic policy field, this 

result could be expected. It shows that this development can be found when looking at other 

policy fields as well. This finding means that it has become much more common to make 

explicit references to existing knowledge and information in NOU reports. According to 

Christensen and Holst (2017, p.827) the fact that citations have become much more 

widespread can perhaps on its own be interpreted as a sign of scientization, in the sense that 

the explicit citing of sources can be seen as an academic practice. Christensen argues that the 

increased use of citations may be evidence that the commissions have “adopted a more 

academic style of argumentation” in the formulation of policy advice (2018, p.304). Further, 

he argues that using citations can be a way to present or frame policy advice as “scientific”, 

and as such, can be a way to give legitimacy and authority to policy advice (2018, p.304). 

This relates to the symbolic use of knowledge in policy making. However, we can assume 

that the use of citations also to some degree reflect that NOU reports increasingly base their 

arguments on external sources of knowledge.  

 

This finding can also be interpreted in the context of more general societal developments. It 

is possible that the growth in citations use can be explained in part by technological 

developments, such as the rise of the internet and digital tools that make both writing reports 

and including citations more effective and less time consuming. Further, spread of 

information and growing production of research has led to an increase in the possible sources 
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to cite in NOU reports. Since the beginning of the NOU series in the 1970s, it is also possible 

that the NOU commissions have gone through a learning process over time and thus become 

more professional. We also know that there are increased levels of education, which indicates 

that more of the members in commissions, also other members than academics, have high 

levels of education and will therefore be trained in the practice of using citations to support 

their arguments. However, the regression analysis showed that the increase can not only be 

seen as a result of such general developments. Participation of academics both as members 

and chairman, and the size of the secretariat, influenced the use of citation. I discuss this 

further below.  

 

How did the use of citations to academic knowledge change? The citation analysis showed 

that there we was a sharp increase in the use of citations to the different sources of academic 

knowledge. Norwegian academic knowledge was the most cited source of academic 

knowledge prior to 2010. After 2010, international academic publications became the most 

frequently cited source of academic knowledge. There was also a substantial increase in the 

number of citations to research from independent research institutes and governmental 

research. Thus, the findings were as expected. The findings also met the expectations from 

Christensen and Holst (2017) and Christensen (2018) that there would be an orientation 

towards international sources of academic knowledge. This means that this trend is evident in 

other policy fields beyond the economic policy field. The orientation towards international 

academic research is also interesting given that NOU commissions are national commissions 

that are directed towards Norwegian policy makers. This can perhaps be a sign that 

international academic journals have become an authoritative source of knowledge in many 

policy fields. Perhaps it can also be linked to globalization and that there has been a growth 

in policy issues of international or global character, which has made the NOU commissions 

more reliant on international scientific knowledge. The increased use of research from 

independent research institutes may be seen as reflecting what we have seen in the literature 

on the Norwegian knowledge regime (Christensen et. Al, 2017), that research institutes are 

important producers of policy relevant knowledge in Norway. Overall, these findings indicate 

that NOU commissions have come to rely increasingly on academic knowledge since the 

1970s, thus supporting arguments of an increased reliance on academics and academic 

knowledge in policy advice.  
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However, there were also findings that point in other directions. First, the citation analysis 

showed that while there has been an increased use of citations to academic knowledge, there 

was also an increased use of citations to all other sources except foreign policy documents. 

Second, only in the case of international academic knowledge and research from independent 

research institutes did we see an increase in the share of total citations going to these sources. 

In fact, the proportion of total citations to Norwegian academic research, as well as to 

Governmental research, had declined. At the same time, the proportion of citations to 

Norwegian policy documents stayed relatively stable. This indicates that international 

academic journals and publishers, as well as Norwegian independent research institutes has 

become more important providers of knowledge for the NOU commissions in recent decades, 

but it also nuances the notion that there has been a scientification trend in policy advice. It 

indicates that governments increasingly produce documents that are relevant for NOU 

commissions, and that this makes up an important part of the non-academic knowledge base 

for policy advice. The number of citations to research from governmental research institutes 

and policy documents combined is higher per 100 pages of NOU report than the number of 

citations to external academic research in the most recent decade. This indicates that in 

addition to a scientification trend, there has also been an internalization trend, a development 

in which NOUs refer increasingly to documents produced by institutions internal to 

government. This shows at least that the state generates more documents that are used in the 

knowledge-basis of policy advice than external sources.  

 

All in all, the results of the citation analysis indicates that although there has been an 

increased use of academic knowledge, we cannot say that there has been a dramatic shift 

towards academic knowledge at the expense of other kinds of knowledge in NOU reports. On 

the contrary, the findings indicate that the knowledge basis for policymaking presented in an 

NOU report is diverse and that they draw on different sources. However, that citations to 

international academic research and Norwegian institute research had increased both in 

absolute and relative numbers does give support to arguments that policy makers increasingly 

rely on these types of academic knowledge. There seems to have been a shift within the use 

of academic knowledge; while Norwegian academic publications used to be the most 

important source of academic knowledge, the NOU commissions have now begun to use 

knowledge from international academic publications and research from independent research 

institutes more frequently.   
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Seeing these findings in a more general societal context, the increased use of citations to 

different sources of academic knowledge can perhaps also be interpreted as showing the 

transition towards a knowledge society, as well as reflecting the central role of knowledge in 

Norwegian policy making (Christensen et. Al, 2018). It is reasonable to assume that some of 

the increased use of citations to academic research can be explained by the growth in 

production of research since the 1970s, especially within the social sciences. From the 

literature on the Norwegian knowledge regime, we know that there is extensive public 

funding of social science research in Norway, and that policy makers rely on research 

institutes for the production of policy relevant research (Christensen et. Al, 2017). Further, 

the rise of internet and digital tools such as algorithm-based search engines has made it much 

easier to review a large number of relevant research and thus made it easier to use existing 

knowledge in the commission work. Further, developments in research and technology also 

create new policy fields that depend on scientific knowledge and expert advice, which create 

new opportunities for the inclusion of academic research into policy making. This brings us 

to the question of how the use of academic knowledge in NOU reports varies between 

different policy fields.  

 

Variations between policy fields  

The citations analysis showed, as expected, that there were variations between policy fields in 

the use of academic knowledge. First, we found that NOU reports dealing with Finance 

policy used most citations in general, most citations to international academic research and 

most citations to Norwegian governmental research. Second, NOUs dealing with 

administration policy had the second highest number of citations in general and were also the 

most frequent users of citations to Norwegian academic knowledge. Third, NOUs dealing 

with labor policy were the most frequent users of citations to research by Norwegian 

independent research institutes. One the one hand, that NOUs dealing with finance policy had 

the most citations to international academic research, could be expected from previous 

research. Christensen and Holst (2017, p.825) argue that economic policy may be especially 

amendable to scientific knowledge because it deals with complex relationships that are 

difficult for non-experts to understand. On the other hand, there are other policy fields that 

deal with highly complex relationships, such as environment policy and health and social 

service. However, the analysis only showed number of citations to academic knowledge in 

NOU reports in the whole period 1972-2017 and not how it had changed over these years. In 

this period, there has been a decline in NOU reports from the environment policy area, and an 
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increase in NOU reports from the financial policy field (see Appendix I). Thus, the large 

number of citations in the financial policy field, as compared to environment, may have to do 

with the fact that there were much fewer reports. In the whole period, there were 69 NOU 

reports submitted in the environment policy field. In contrast, there were 179 submitted in the 

finance policy field. However, there were 220 NOU reports submitted in the justice policy 

field, in which we saw that there was much less use of citations to academic knowledge. The 

extent to which NOU commissions rely on academic knowledge in different policy areas 

might have to do with differences in how technical policy issues are, as compared to how 

politicized they are. We can also assume that some policy fields have stronger traditions 

related to the inclusion of interest groups as well, which can affect the possibility of academic 

influence. However, the research design and material of analysis in this study is not fit to 

examine in more detail why some policy field are more frequent users of academics 

knowledge than others, and why they rely on different sources of knowledge. However, this 

is an interesting an important question that should be taken up in further research. Now, let’s 

discuss what the findings of the study can tell us about the influence of participation of 

academics, on the use of citations.  

 

Influence of the participation of academics on the use of citations 

The analysis showed that when an academic participate as chairman of a commission, the 

commission is more likely to use citations in general. This indicates that when academics 

participate as chairmen in NOU commissions they, to an extent, bring with them the practice 

of using explicit references to sources, which can indicate an academic style of 

argumentation (Christensen, 2018, p.304). We also found that a commission with an 

academic chairman will have more citations to Norwegian academic research and 

international academic research. This indicates that when academics are appointed as 

chairmen, they bring some academic research from Norwegian and international academic 

publications into the commission work. However, an interesting finding was that a 

commission with an academic chairman will not have more citations to research from 

Norwegian research institutes or governmental research. This may indicate that academic 

chairmen have certain standards when it comes to what kind of knowledge they find valuable 

- that they prefer more abstract knowledge from national and international academic journals 

and publishers over research institutes that do more policy research.  
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Moreover, in his analysis of the relationship between participation of academics and use of 

citations to international economics journals, Christensen (2018) found that a commission 

with an academic chairman was not more likely to use citations to international economic 

journals than a commission with a non-academic chairman. He argues that the appointment 

of an economic academic chairman may be sign that academics “are drawn upon not only to 

inform decisions but also to legitimize policy-making” (Christensen, 2018, p.305). The 

position as chairman of a commission is important. The chairman is the most visible 

representative of a commission, and the Norwegian commissions are often known by the 

name of the chairman (Christensen, 2018, p.297). Thus, because academic chairmen did not 

seem to bring more academic research into the commission work, Christensen interpreted the 

appointment of an academic chairman as indicating a more symbolic use of academic 

experts. When an academic represents the commission, this may signal authority to the policy 

advice presented in the commission report. Contrary to Christensen’s study, I found that a 

commission with an academic chairman was in fact more likely to use citations to 

International academic research and Norwegian academic research. This indicates that 

academic chairmen in some cases bring with them some more knowledge and research into 

the commission work. On the other hand, the relationship was not very strong. A commission 

with an academic chairman was likely to have an average of 1.63 citations more per 100 

pages to international academic research, compared to a commission with a non-academic 

chairman. Further, a commission with an academic chairman was likely to have 0.96 more 

citations per 100 pages to Norwegian academic research, compared to one with a non-

academic chairman. Following Christensen’s (2018) argument, this may indicate that an 

academic chairman does not contribute directly with a lot of academic research, but may be 

appointed to signal that the commission work is based on academic knowledge and thus to 

contribute authority and legitimacy to the policy advice.  

 

Furthermore, the analysis showed that when academics participate as members, they also 

bring with them academic knowledge. The regression analysis showed that an increase in the 

share of academics among commission members was strongly related to the use of citations 

in general, which indicates that academic members to some degree bring with them the 

practice of using citations in the formulation of policy advice. However, it is also interesting 

because it indicates that academic members also contribute with non-academic sources in the 

formulation of policy advice. This is interesting seen in light of previous literature, because 

there is an assumption that the increased participation of academics lead to a scientification 
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of policy advice, which means that policy advice increasingly draw on scientific knowledge. 

The findings of the analysis shows that academics contribute with a broader range of 

knowledge to NOU reports.  

 

The analysis showed a strong relationship between the share of academics among 

commission members and citations to Norwegian and International academic knowledge, but 

there was also a relationship between the share of academics and the use of citations to 

institute research and governmental research. This indicates that academics contribute both 

with academic knowledge from journals, academic publishers and research from universities, 

but also more policy research from independent and governmental research institutes. 

However, we did find that they contributed less to the number of citations to institute 

research and governmental research, and that in this case, the number of secretaries actually 

had a stronger influence. This supports the argument that academics may have some 

preferences related to what kind of academic knowledge they value. That they, more than the 

civil servants employed in the secretariat, see international and national academic journals 

and publishers as more valuable sources of knowledge in the commission work. Further, it 

also reflects what Tellmann (2016) pointed out, that experts influence the work in 

commissions by bringing professional standards and that they influence according to their 

professional background. On the other hand, this also indicates that the secretariat members 

have preferences on their part; that they are more likely to contribute with perhaps more 

policy relevant research from independent and governmental research institutes. Since we 

know that the number of citations to academic knowledge has increased, the influence of 

academic members on the use of citations indicates that academics increasingly influence the 

formulation of policy advice in NOU commissions and to some extent contribute to a 

scientification of NOU reports. The findings thus contribute evidence that academics have 

some increased influence over the agenda for discussions in NOU commissions, as well as 

the extent to which policy issues are described in academic terms.  

 

This also means that the increased use of academic knowledge within commissions is not just 

a general trend related to the rise of a knowledge society – it is influenced by the academics 

participating in commissions. There has been an assumption that processes of scientification 

is driven by scientists. The findings of the analysis can be interpreted as supporting 

arguments that policy makers increasingly rely on policy advice provided by academics and 
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justified in scientific terms (Christensen, 2018). However, we also saw that the size of the 

secretariat had an effect on the use of citations, which is our next point of discussion.  

 

Influence of the secretariat on the use of citations 

We know that the secretariat contribute with both collection of data and drafting of reports. 

Sometimes they even have the sole responsibility of writing the report (Fornyings- og 

administrasjonsdepartementet 2007). Further, the size of the secretariats, in which civil 

servants dominate, has increased over time (Hesstvedt, 2018). We therefore expected that the 

size of the secretariat would have an influence on the use of citations in report. We found that 

an increase in the number of people in the secretariat was related to an increased use of 

citations in general. The number of secretaries also influenced the use of citations to several 

sources of academic knowledge. The number of secretaries was strongly related to the use of 

citations to international academic research, to governmental research and to research from 

research institutes, but not the use of citations to Norwegian academic research. Hesstvedt 

(2018) points out that there has been an increase in bureaucrats with education backgrounds 

from social science and social economics (Hesstvedt, 2018, p.396). Thus, the influence on 

citations to academic knowledge may be a sign that the secretaries to some extent contribute 

to the commission reports through their academic backgrounds. In the case of institute 

research and governmental research, we found that they contributed more than the share of 

academics to the use of citations to these sources. This indicates that different actors bring 

with them different kinds of knowledge, which could be expected, given that the academics 

are appointed by virtue of their academic expertise, and the secretaries are often government 

employees.  

 

In previous research, there has been an emphasis on the role of bureaucrats in Norwegian 

governance (Christensen and Holst, 2017). In the state-centered perspectives on NOU 

commissions found in previous research, the participation of civil servants as secretaries of 

NOU commissions is seen as one of the ways the state controls commissions (Christensen 

and Holst, 2017). Further, the literature on knowledge regimes pointed out that the Nordic 

knowledge regimes can be characterized by strong professional knowledge within the 

bureaucracies (Christensen et. Al, 2018). The role of bureaucrats in the rationalization of 

society was also a central topic for Weber (1990). This study also shows that when civil 

servants participate as secretaries, they have some influence on the use of knowledge in the 

reports. The previously mentioned use of policy documents and governmental research in 
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reports, as well as the influence of secretaries on citation use, shows that ministries, civil 

servants and the secretariat influence the use of sources of knowledge in NOU commissions. 

These signs of state-control in commissions indicates perhaps that the state-centered 

perspective, found in previous research, may still be relevant.  

 

An overall look at the second step of the analysis also shows an interesting finding. We saw 

that the determinants included in the models did least to explain the variance in use of 

citations to Norwegian academic research. The models explained 9 and 6 percent of the 

variance in the use of citations to Norwegian academic research. In contrast, the equivalent 

models that examined the influence of participation of academics on use of citations to 

international academic research explained 13 and 18 percent. This indicates that there are 

unobserved factors that influence the use of Norwegian academic research specifically. The 

research design in this analysis is not fit to examine what this is. It is, however, not 

unthinkable that the use of Norwegian academic knowledge can be more influenced by the 

actual researcher sitting in a committee than the share of academics in general. By this I mean 

that when a Norwegian researcher is appointed as member of a commission, it is perhaps 

with the purpose that he or she will bring more of their own research into the commission 

work.  

 

Has there been a scientification of policy advice in Norway? 

In the literature presented on policy advisory systems, Craft and Howlett (2013) argued that 

there had been a process of externalization of policy advisory systems, in which there has 

been an increased use of policy advice from external actors outside government. On the other 

hand Christensen (2018) argued that “scientization”, the increased reliance on academic 

actors and policy advice based on scientific knowledge, could be seen as a third trend. The 

analysis shows that NOU commissions increasingly use academic knowledge in their 

formulation of policy advice and that this knowledge to an extent is brought into the 

commission work by the participation of academics. This indicates that policy makers 

increasingly rely on policy advice provided by academic actors and that is formulated with 

reference to academic knowledge. As such, we do find evidence of a scientization trend 

within policy advice in the context of NOU commissions. The concept of externalization, 

which indicates an increased use of sources of policy advice external to government, could 

also perhaps capture some of the changes within the knowledge basis presented in an NOU. 

Both the number of citations to national and international academic journals and publisher, 
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research from independent research institutes and international organization’ research and 

policy documents, which are all external sources, had a marked increase. On the other hand, 

we also found that it was not common to cite consultancy firms or think tanks in NOU 

reports. Further, the increase in number of citations to governmental research and national 

policy documents showed that documents produced by governmental institutions remained 

the most cited sources of information and knowledge throughout the period. We can therefore 

not say in this context that we have found strong evidence of an externalization trend. 

Overall, the increased use of citations to all sources of academic knowledge, the increased 

share of citations going to international academic research and institute research, as well as 

the relationship between participation of academics and the use of citations to academic 

knowledge, does indicate that the notion of scientization captures some key aspects in 

changes in the NOU commissions. However, this development can only be seen as one of 

several developments that have occurred.  

 

Critical perspectives 

The study was influenced by the third wave of science studies, in which the focus is on how 

scientific knowledge is used and legitimated in various institutions in society (Collins and 

Evans, 2002). According to Weingart (1999), when scientists increasingly influence the 

formulation of policy issues, they gain political power. In light of the critical perspectives 

described in the theory-section, it is possible to see some potential problems with the 

developments found in the analysis. Collins and Evans (2002) argue that the third wave 

studies, in addition to examining how academic knowledge is used in policy making, also 

should focus on why it should be used why it should be legitimated. Seeing the developments 

in light of perspectives on democratic legitimacy contributes to the normative debates around 

the role of experts and expertise in politics that Collins and Evans asks for.  

 

From a participatory perspective that see democratic legitimacy as resting on broad 

participation and citizen representation in all stages of the policy making process, the use of 

advisory commissions can be seen as a problem in itself, because commissions only include a 

restricted set of members and allow unelected people access to public decision-making and 

law formulation (Christensen and Holst, 2017, 829; Tellmann, 2016, 18). Any increased use 

of experts and expert knowledge that happens at the expense of a broad interest 

representation will be seen as problematic from the participatory perspective. The findings of 

the analysis show that academics contribute to an increased use of academic knowledge in 
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NOU reports, which indicate that they have gained increased influence over the formulation 

of policy issues. From a participatory perspective, this is a problem if it limits the 

representation of the viewpoint of ordinary people on policy issues. However, the analysis 

cannot show empirical evidence that the increased use of academic knowledge in reports and 

the influence of academics limit the representation of other actors within commissions. The 

citation analysis also showed that there was not a prominent increase in the share of citations 

going to academic knowledge, which shows that an increased use of academic knowledge 

does not necessarily happen at the expense of the representation of other interests. However, 

we know from previous research that the share of academics among members has increased, 

which is a development that will be seen as problematic from the participatory perspective.  

 

From a deliberative perspective, the critique is more complex. One the one hand, Christensen 

and Holst (2017, p.830) point out that an increased use of citations may open the policy 

advice up for critical scrutiny. This can be seen as a good thing from a deliberative 

perspective because it can make it easier to have a discussion about the validity of arguments 

used in the NOU report and the knowledge used to back them up. On the other hand, the 

epistemic asymmetry that arises between an expert and a non-expert (Holst and Molander 

2018) and the authority that expert knowledge is often given, can make critical scrutiny, as 

well as negotiations between academic experts and others within commissions, more 

difficult. As Turner (2003, p.12) points out, mutual comprehension is a prerequisite for 

meaningful conversation, which is often not the case when dealing with expert knowledge. 

As such, the use of expert knowledge in policy making will pose an unavoidable challenge to 

democratic deliberation (Turner 2003, p.12). Holst and Molander (2017. p.361) points out 

that NOU commissions often deal with issues characterized by technical complexity, in 

which it is hard for non-experts to assess the quality of the expert’s work. The increased use 

of academic knowledge in policy advice can perhaps be interpreted as a sign that policy 

issues to an increasing degree are being presented in scientific terms (Christensen, 2018, 

304). This may make it harder to have debates between experts and others around how the 

issues should be dealt with.  

 

Further, from the perspective of both Habermas and Weber, the fear related to increased 

expert governance is that the value-debates that should be had around policy issues becomes 

less recognized, because it is reduced to a technical or scientific question. From this 

perspective, the increased use of academic knowledge in policy advice may be seen as 
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problematic is if leads to an unwanted rationalization of policy advice. The whole movement 

for evidence-based policy can perhaps be criticized in this perspective – because politics is 

about values, the widespread use of cost-benefit analysis and such can be seen as reducing 

value questions to questions of technical rationality. Weber emphasized the fact that politics 

is a question of conflicting values, and that we should recognize that science cannot be used 

to show a political position as scientifically superior of another (Fivelsdal, 1990). This 

perspective has also been reflected in the public debate. Politicians have argued that decision-

making over political issues that should involve questions of values, are being delegated to 

experts, often in the form of bureaucrats, justified on the basis that it is a technical issue 

(Vedum, 2016).  

 

For others, the question of whether the increased influence of academics and academic 

knowledge in policy making poses a challenge for democracy would revolve around whether 

it leads to better decisions. It is possible to see the increased influence of academic 

knowledge in Norwegian policy advice as beneficial. If it is a movement towards improving 

political decisions and making them more rational, epistemic democrats would argue that it 

should be both justified and welcomed (Christensen and Holst, 2017). Overall, there will be 

different perspectives on whether the increased use of academic knowledge and influence of 

academics in advisory commissions is problematic. However, because the use of experts in 

policymaking is officially justified by reference to the need for specialized knowledge to 

improve outcomes (Holst and Molander, 2018), it is important to examine empirically if this 

actually makes decisions better or more rational.  

 

This study can be seen as contributing with descriptive analysis of changes in the knowledge 

basis of policymaking in Norway over the last 45 years. However, there are some limitations 

as to what the study can tell us about the changing reliance on academic. First of all, there 

were some methodological challenges. A substantial part of the citations were not coded into 

any of the source-categories, which means that the numbers presented in the tables do not 

necessarily match the true numbers precisely. One the one hand, we can assume that a part of 

the non-coded citations would not fall into any of our categories and remain un-coded. On the 

other hand, it is likely that the coding did influence some of the results. The reports in 

the1980s and 1990s had the highest numbers of non-coded citations. In the citation analysis, 

we saw that the number of citations to several sources had declined from the 1970s to the 

1980s and 1990s, before increasing sharply around 2000s. It is likely that this result was 
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influenced by the low number of coded references from NOU reports in this period. From 

looking at the total number of references, we know that there has been a general increase in 

citation use. Thus, it is likely that the increase was stable in all sources also in the period 

prior to the 2000s.  

 

Further, there are some limitations as to what citations can tell us about the reliance on 

academic knowledge in NOU reports. First, the citing of a source must not be interpreted as 

evidence of an actual integration of that source into an argument, or evidence of support to 

that source. Second, the use of academic knowledge will not always be expressed with a 

citation (Christensen and Holst, 2017, p.825). It is perhaps unlikely that the many NOUs 

without citations from earlier periods did not use any academic knowledge at all in the 

commission work and in the presentation of the policy advice. However, we must also 

assume that the overall use of citations to academic knowledge does to a certain degree 

reflect the use of academic knowledge. When examining citation patterns across a large 

number of reports and over a long period of time, we can assume that a high number of 

citations to academic knowledge indicates that a report is more based academic knowledge, 

compared to a report with a low number of citations to academic knowledge.  

 

Beyond methodological questions, there are also some limitations as to what a study of the 

public inquiry commissions can tell us about the reliance on academic knowledge in policy 

advice and policy making in Norway more generally. First, the NOU system is only one of 

several channels for policy advice in Norway. As mentioned in the analysis, the number of 

NOUs submitted per year has declined substantially since the 1970s. Throughout the 1970s, 

449 NU reports were published. In contrast, only 144 NOU reports were published in the 

period 2010-2017. Nordby (1994, p.82, 90) argues that an explanation for this can be that a 

lot of inquiry work today is being underdone within commissions internal to ministries. 

Further, Hesstvedt (2018, p.397) argues that another explanation can be that ministries 

appoint other expert commissions or delegate inquiry work that previously was done by NOU 

commissions to consultancy firms or independent research institutes. From the literature on 

policy advisory systems, we know that policy makers today receive policy advice from a 

range of different actors. To examine the reliance on academic knowledge in policy advice 

and how it has changed, further research should also emphasize other actors in the Norwegian 

policy advisory system. Second, we cannot know from this analysis if the increased use of 

academic knowledge in policy advice influences actual policymaking. Public commissions 
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can be seen as reflecting what kind of knowledge policy makers see as valuable at a given 

time (Hesstvedt, 2018). However, the analysis cannot tell us anything about the degree to 

which policy advice is taken into account in policymaking and decision-making and how it 

influences these processes. Academic knowledge is also used symbolically, as a way to give 

legitimacy and authority to policy advice and policy decisions, and can be used this way 

without actually influencing or changing policies (Hesstvedt, 2018, p.397). As Turner (2001) 

points out, policies do not directly appear as result of science, but is a complex process.  
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6 Conclusion 
 

A general background for the study was arguments that there has been an “expertization” or 

“scientification” of politics in contemporary societies (Turner, 2003; Weingart, 1999), in 

which policy makers have come to rely increasingly on policy advice provided by academic 

experts and based on expert knowledge. This study has examined whether there has been an 

increased reliance on academic knowledge in Norwegian policy advice by examining the 

system of Norwegian public inquiry commissions. They have a central role in the preparation 

of public policy making in Norway, and have also been seen as important providers of policy 

advice. These commissions have dealt with a range of policy issues since the 1970s and 

published more than 1500 reports. The study showed that NOU commissions increasingly use 

academic knowledge in their formulation of policy advice, but that there were increased use 

of other sources of knowledge as well. The findings point to a certain scientification trend – 

there was an increased share of citations going to international academic publications and 

research from Norwegian independent research institutes. However, I also found a process of 

internalization – the NOU reports increasingly cited documents produced by institutions 

internal to governments. Further, I examined how the participation of academics as members 

and chairmen of commissions, as well as the secretaries, contributed to the use of academic 

knowledge. I found that both as members and chairmen, academics influence the use of 

academic knowledge in the commission reports. The findings confirmed that academics 

contribute to the commissions in virtue of their expertise. As commission chairmen, they only 

contributed with knowledge from international and national academic publications, as 

opposed to institute research. This also indicates that academics have certain standards as to 

what knowledge they see as most valuable.   

 

This new evidence expands research on the reliance on academic knowledge in the NOU 

commissions. First, the focus was moved from the participation of academics in 

commissions, to citations in commission reports. While the participation of academics may to 

a certain degree reflect that policy makers increasingly value academic knowledge in policy 

advice, looking at citations in NOU reports can be a more precise measure of changes in the 

knowledge-basis of policy advice. Studies of citations in NOU commissions has so far only 

focused on specific policy fields. This study contributes to this literature by examining 

citations use in NOU reports from all policy fields. Second, it contributes to research on the 
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participation of academics in NOU commissions by examining how academics influence the 

use of academic knowledge in the reports. This relates to the core idea that academics 

participate in commissions in virtue of their expertise. The NOU commissions have 

previously been studied from a corporatist perspective that sees commissions primarily as 

institutions for integrating interest groups in the decision making, a state-centered perspective 

that focus on how states organize and operate commissions and, more recently, a knowledge-

centered perspective that focus on the role of knowledge within the commission system 

(Christensen and Holst, 2017, p.821). The findings of this study supports arguments that the 

NOUs can be studied from a knowledge-centered perspective. However, the findings also 

pointed to a certain degree of state control, which means that the state-centered perspective 

might still be relevant.  

 

The study finds that public inquiry commissions in Norway increasingly use academic 

knowledge in their formulation of policy advice. The increased use of academic knowledge 

may be driven by the need for specialized knowledge to deal with complex policy issues. 

However, Norway is a knowledge society and scientific research plays a central part in the 

Norwegian knowledge regime. The increased use of academic knowledge in policy advice in 

Norway can also indicate that policy makers increasingly need to meet expectations for 

evidence-based or knowledge-based policies and policy decisions. Knowledge can also be 

used symbolically in policymaking, as a way to provide legitimacy to already made decisions 

or political positions. The findings supported Christensen’s (2018) argument that the 

appointment of an academic chairman might be a sign of a more symbolic use of academic 

experts – they do not contribute directly with a lot of academic research, but an academic 

chairman might signal authority and legitimacy to the policy advice.  

 

The study was inspired by what Collins and Evans (2002) calls the “third wave of science 

studies”, which include a focus on how academic knowledge is used in various institutions in 

society, as well as why it should be used and how the use can be justified. The normative 

aspects was included by a discussion of whether an increased use of academic experts and 

knowledge in advisory commissions could be seen as problematic in a democratic context. I 

argued that it can be seen as problematic prom a participatory, as well as a deliberative 

perspective. From a participatory perspective, it can be seen as problematic because it 

conflicts with the ideal of broad participation. From a deliberative perspective, the increased 

use of expert knowledge in policy making can be seen as problematic because it limits the 
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chances of mutual comprehension, which is a prerequisite for meaningful discussions over 

policy issues. Overall, because of the epistemic asymmetry between experts and non-expert, 

there are inherent tensions between the use of expert knowledge in policy making and the 

democratic norms of broad participation and deliberation. However, applying an epistemic 

perspective on democracy, the developments become less problematic and can even be seen 

as beneficial. From this perspective, the use of expert knowledge in policy making can be 

justified so long as it improves decisions and outcomes. In light of the developments shown 

in this and other previous studies, the influence of scientification on policymaking and 

whether it actually improves policy outcomes, becomes an important empirical question.  

 

The findings open up for some further research. First, we found that there were variations 

between policy fields in the use of academic knowledge. Why some policy fields use more 

academic knowledge than others and get their knowledge from different sources, is an 

interesting question. Because the research design of this study was not fit to examine this in 

more detail, this should be taken up in further research. We also found that the secretariat 

influenced the use of citations in general and to some sources of academic research. In fact, 

they contributed more to the use of research from both independent and governmental 

research institutes that academics. Because the secretariat consists of mostly civil servants, 

their influence on the commission work can be interpreted as signs of state control. Their role 

in NOU commissions and in the movement towards making policy advice more knowledge 

based, is an interesting case for further research. Finally, NOU commissions are only one of 

many actors that provide policy advice to government. To examine the reliance on academic 

knowledge in Norwegian policy advice and how it has changed over time, further studies 

should also examine changes in other parts of the Norwegian policy advisory system.  
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Appendix I  

 

Table 1 Number of NOUs submitted in different decades, by different policy field.   

Period  1972-79 1980-89 1990-99  2000-09 2010-17 Total 

Unspecified 92 77 38 18 9 234 

Finance  22 30 47 50 30 179 

Justice   33 56 54 54 23 220 

Environment 28 23 6 8 4 69 

Education 61 47 25 22 19 174 

Industry and Trade 46 32 6 10 10 104 

Health and Social service 60 52 43 18 12 185 

Administration 52 37 32 15 14 150 

Local Government 55 47 16 23 8 149 

Labour - - 25 33 15 140 

Total 449 401 292 251 144 1,537 

 

 

Table 2 Participation of academics in NOU commissions. Absolute numbers 

Period  1972-79 1980-89 1990-99  2000-09 2010-17 

Number of NOUs  449 401 292 251 144 

At least one academic member 156 (35%) 184 (45%) 175(60%) 201 (80%) 122(85%) 

Academic chairman 59 (13%) 69 (17%) 89(30%) 103 (41%) 65 (45%) 
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Appendix II 

 

Excerpt from codebook 1. Coding of citations.  
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Appendix III 

 

Experpt from codebook 2. List of NOUs that were excluded from the dataset.  

 

 


